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Less than a week after we reported on widespread resistance among healthcare workers in one Chicago hospital, BeckersHospitalReview.com's
Ayla Ellison reports that the virus of vaccine mistrust is spreading...
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Many employees at Howard University Hospital in Washington, D.C., have reservations about taking the COVID-19 vaccine, and CEO Anita
Jenkins is trying to get workers to follow her lead by getting vaccinated, according to CNN. 

The hospital, a major healthcare provider for the Black community, received 725 doses of the Pfizer vaccine Dec. 15 and expects to receive a
second shipment this week. As of Dec. 18, only about 600 of the hospital's 1,900 employees had signed up for the shots, according to Kaiser
Health News. 

"There is a high level of mistrust and I get it," Ms. Jenkins told Kaiser Health News.

"People are genuinely afraid of the vaccine."

The vaccination numbers, though low, still exceeded expectations, Ms. Jenkins told CNN. An internal hospital survey of about 350 employees in
early November showed that 70 percent were not willing to take the COVID-19 vaccine or would not take it immediately after it became
available. 

Ms. Jenkins received the shot Dec. 15 in hopes of inspiring staff to get vaccinated. She's part of a widespread effort by healthcare experts and
community leaders to combat vaccine hesitancy among Black Americans. About 35 percent of Black Americans said they probably or
definitely would not get the vaccine if it was determined to be safe by scientists and widely available for free, according to a Kaiser Family
Foundation study cited by CNN. 

Howard University Hospital isn't the only healthcare provider with workers who turned down the vaccine.

At Doctors Hospital at Renaissance in Edinburg, Texas, so many workers declined the COVID-19 vaccine that the hospital offered doses
to other medical workers in the region, according to ProPublica.

The hospital received 5,850 doses of the vaccine, and it quickly became clear that not enough people eligible for the vaccine, like staff who work
directly with COVID-19 patients, were opting to get it, DHR Health CMO Robert Martinez, MD, told ProPublica.  
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"You start to see similar numbers across the country, all this mistrust and misinformation," Dr. Martinez said.

After the first day of distribution, DHR reached out to other hospitals and healthcare facilities in the region to offer doses of the
vaccine. ProPublica reported that the vaccine ended up going to non-medical personnel as well, including state Sen. Eddie Lucio Jr. He
told ProPublica he was invited to take the vaccine by DHR after officials explained to him that all eligible workers who wanted the vaccine received
it. 

In short, as we noted previously, nobody wants to be a guinea pig.
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COMMENTING AS HAMFISTEDIDIOT.

PREMIUM COMMENTS ALL COMMENTS VIEWING OPTIONS0 932

142 2 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

You think people in the Healthcare industry want to take that shot?  No way they know it hasn't been tested like other vaccines,
they know most of the media is full of poo in their reporting on it since they are actually eye witnesses to them NOT BEING
OVERWHELLED as its reported that they are.  They know they are being lied to about Covid 19(84).  They watched a nurse pass
out after taking the shot then magically she had a condition that made her pass out from the sight of blood.  How the heck can a
nurse be a nurse with that condition, total BS.

And to all the Karens out there that I have to be sensitive to because of their fears and concerns, well how about you be sensitive
to the Fears and concerns over taking a vaccine that has been rushed to market.  Will you also be supportive and  compassionate
with our fears?   Or is it a one way street as usual with people like you.

JimmyJones

"

"

33 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Vaccine to be mandated after all the fools take it for free.  
RasinResin

"

"

3 69 Reply!

4 days ago

Since selectively choosing information to support your story is the norm these days on media outlets I’d like to explain a
possible reason for the headline “only about 600 of the hospital's 1,900 employees had signed up for the shots”.   It’s
quite possible only 1,000 of the employees ARE ALLOWED to sign up for the vaccine.  My wife works at a hospital and the
vaccine is only available to people that work with patients.  Therefore house cleaning, administration, etc can not yet get
the vaccine due to restraints on it availability!  This article may be entirely bogus but you can believe it if it reinforces your
opinion it’s bad.

4DegreesOfSeparation

"

"

29 1 Reply!

4 days ago

This product is an ear loop mask, this product is not a respirator and will not provide any protection against COVID19 or
other viruses or contaminants.

househonky

"

"

36 1 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

4DOS... That's an extremely stupid statement. If that were the case, it would be known and immediately used as an
excuse.  Face it, nobody wants to take a vaccine that 3 companies simultaneously and independently developed in
mere months and had approved in lieu of the normal 10 year process.  Don't try to dumb phook everyone else into
taking that DNA altering drug..  Have you even been paying attention to this?

Max Hunter

"

"

1 31

4 days ago

Max, you’re way out your league.
alia2526

"

"

4 14

4 days ago

Max Hunter,

appreciate the feedback but I think your judgement is off.  I don’t have any issue with someone saying they don’t
want to take the vaccine and don’t feel it’s safe, MY issue is with media including ZeroHedge that chery picks
information and data that supports a one sided view.  Nothing annoys me more than when I see information
presented w a bias.  If people think their view is correct and can be justified w facts, fantastic! - I want to see it
because I want to be informed with facts, not biased information that only considers one side or purposefully
misconstrues the information.  

4DegreesOfSeparation

"

"

4 days agoThinkAboutEternity
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4

@alia... he is out of his own league? I think you just revealed what league you are in (or not in). 
ThinkAboutEternity

"

"

1

3 days ago

@4DOS. You have a point about headlines these days. Left or Right all stretch the truth in the pursuit of clicks and
the associated ad revenue.

However, Max is right to question the unorthodox development, delivery and content of the proposed vaccine.
Anyone with a cursory understanding of the norms, have every right to be suspicious of many aspects of it.
Couple that with the wildly overblown daily Covid CASES! doom-porn, the shenanigans with several Johns
Hopkins, Lancet reports being scrubbed or pulled when they showed that Covid is a bad flu. The doctors with
valid counter arguments being forceably silenced on Social Media, YouTube, etc. Under 70 there is a 99.7%
survival rate and under 55 it is roughly 10x better. I will keep healthy and let herd immunity do the job it has done
for eons.

 

The whole thing stinks, so "No. Thanks!" for a vaccine that MIGHT help me against something I will almost
certainly survive if infected under the existing circumstances. 

Hugh_Jorgan

"

"

22 Reply!

4 days ago

Thats possible but you are giving us pure speculation.  So I must take this article at face value.  Now I know from first
hand knowledge that people in the medical industry don't want to take this since I have to work with them some of the
time and allow them to openly vent to me.

JimmyJones

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

If you have researched vaccines as much as I have - btw, you don’t need a PhD to know facts and data, and if you
require that, you will forever be controlled  by govts, billionaires, narcissistis and the bias of man - you would not
even think of taking this. Seek, seek, seek, read, read, read and listen to expert critics as much as select experts.
Most of all, stop trusting and always look to see who benefits most to weigh bias - it’s ALWAYS there. If this
statement makes you mad, then it’s clear you already believe in what you WANT, and not what is true. At the very
LEAST (if you did the research) you would acknowledge that there are excellent points and legitimate concerns, but
choose to believe that vaccines are mostly good and you fall on that camp. No way ever would a person call anti-
Vaxxers nut and conspiracy theorists unless the were willfully blind. That’s the issue. God bless

ThinkAboutEternity

"

"

5 Reply!

4 days ago

Tell me why the CEO of Pfizer said he wouldn't take the vaccine just now under the excuse he was 59, athletic and
healthy.  That should be grounds for ANYONE  not forced to take it.  The French legislature saying you must take the
vaccine in order to ride public transportation.  German geneticist saying people who refuse Covid vaccine should be
denied medical treatment.  You tie this vaccine to basic earned rights and you can expect to have your head handed
to you.

 

SoDamnMad

"

"

3 days ago

BINGO!
Hugh_Jorgan

"

"

4 days ago

My wife worked in the medical industry, she told me the nurses would say they are allergic to eggs and would refuse to
take it, There were a lot of stories of people dying or collapsing when taking a vaccine so the nurses and doctors
avoided it like the plague. My wife never took the vaccine either. This was years before Covid.

The Mason
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24 1 Reply!"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Within the industry if you know others and each other enough plus can work it, the person giving you the vaccine
will pretend to do it.

MaF

"

"

14 1 Reply!

4 days ago

The hospital my wife works at opened up the vaccine to all their employees after three days of getting their shipment. 
She (non-risk employee) originally wasn't supposed to be eligible until the fourth tier (meaning several weeks of
waiting). 

No mandate to take it at this point, but they ran out of "volunteers" after only a couple of days...

Cheddar

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

Simple solution - join an online nurses forum etc - and see what their opinions are.
StubbleJumper

"

"

Reply!

3 days ago

Meh... They are more of a gossip farm than solid source. It's not that there is nothing to be gleaned there, but it is
a social construct first and foremost. My wife has been an RN for 25 years and has been Nurse of the Year in 3
facilities but has no interest in sparring with the dead-wood, new grads and burn-outs blathering about their time in
the trenches because they have little else in their lives. Anecdotal accounts where controversy is the fuel
for conversation is not actionable intelligence, IMO.

Hugh_Jorgan

"

"

12 Reply!

4 days ago

Why get a vaccine for something that you have already had.
Oath_Keeper

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

@4Degrees... Which parts of, “so many workers declined the vaccine, they had to offer them to other hospitals in the
region” did you not understand?

ThinkAboutEternity

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

 There is really only one logical line of reasoning when considering taking this vaccine.

Why would I be a Guinea Pig for an injection from a pharmaceutical company that holds no liability for their product,
which allows me zero recourse if I have a reaction, for a disease which has a 99.9% survivability rate?

8-2-1776

"

"

4 days ago

@4Degrees

Except the article states:

Which shows that, eligible for the vaccine or not, the people are not stupid.  Who wants to be a Guinea Pig for the
corrupt Pharmaceutical Companies who can't be sued if they injure you or kill you.

 

LittleGreenMan

An internal hospital survey of about 350 employees in early November showed that 70 percent
were not willing to take the COVID-19 vaccine or would not take it immediately after it
became available. 
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1 Reply!

 

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Great story, bro.
No-Go zone

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

This is the first go-round.  They are already saying that due to new strains people will need another jab in 3 years.  I bet if
this comes to pass the shots will become mandatory.  Mandatory vaccines are the eugenicists' wettest dreams.

MrBoompi

"

"

7 2 Reply!

4 days ago

They should know best about mistreatment and unnecessary treatments.
researchfix

"

"

11 Reply!

4 days ago

They said it was a vagal response. And my wife (25yrs of nursing RN) says "well how long after the shot did she pass out?" I
said it was about 10 mins after. She says "lol, ya vagal response happens at the time of the injection - not 10 minuntes
later..." 

StubbleJumper

"

"
13 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

It was 17 minutes after the shot and she struggled to remain normal for a couple of minutes. IMO she got an anaphylactic
shock which I understand is a  dangerous side effect of a vaccine shot. If so, then likely she is under medical supervision
now and not able to make a public statement. She is absolutely quiet now on social media.

Free Spirit

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Look it up there is a death certificate under that certain nurses name and age online... 
johnny_rockitt

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

Yeah, I don't know a single pilot with vertigo.
High Vigilante

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Vertigo is disqualifying as per the FAA medical certification exam. 
Shillyshally

"

"

99 2 Reply!

4 days ago

It's an experimental vaccine that amounts to genetically engineering your body to produce virus proteins.

Long-term effects may include autoimmune diseases (celiac, diabetes, etc.) Or even sterility. The medical staff are well aware this
amounts to medical experimentation on an unsuspecting population. 

Death2Fiat

"

"

55 2 Reply!

4 days ago

You can't sue them
captain noob

"

"

4 days ago (Edited)

The vaccine will cause  sterilization in women, specifically in placenta development since it also suppresses a  protein
needed for that to occur.

JimmyJones
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28 1 Reply!

needed for that to occur.

https://healthandmoneynews.wordpress.com/2020/12/02/head-of-pfizer-research-covid-vaccine-is-female-
sterilization/ (memory holed)

https://web.archive.org/web/20201208150814/https://healthandmoneynews.wordpress.com/2020/12/02/head-of-pfizer-
research-covid-vaccine-is-female-sterilization/

read their documents here https://www.docdroid.com/w7hXHSE/wodarg-yeadon-ema-petition-pfizer-trial-final-
01dec2020-en-unsigned-with-exhibits-pdf (updated, old one was memory holed)  Page 5 is the good one

Search the pdf for the word "placenta"

"

"

19 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Then we need to get them pregnant pronto

Spread the word

captain noob

"

"

10 Reply!

4 days ago

Git R’ Done.
AJAX-2

"

"
2 Reply!

4 days ago

Meet girl in bar...

"Hi Sweetie, how about this Covid bullshit, do you plan on getting the vaccine? Girl, yeah it should stop it. Guy,
quick finish your drink, let's go to my place, I gotta get you preggy before you vax."

vealparm

"

"

2

4 days ago

Yer a virgin... aren't you.. 

! "

Eyes Opened

"

"

1

4 days ago

18 yr of child support follow!
Thethingreenline

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Your links are both broken 
Guatemalanwatersnake

"

"

4 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Do you have access to a search engine?
GutterPrayer

"

"

4 days ago

Do you have an IQ above the room temperature? I really don’t think so. 
 

I just told him his links weren’t functional because obviously he didn’t realize that. I can find my own links if I feel
like it

Guatemalanwatersnake

"

"

4 days ago (Edited)

Thank you I didn't know they had been memory holed.

https://www.docdroid.com/w7hXHSE/wodarg-yeadon-ema-petition-pfizer-trial-final-01dec2020-en-unsigned-with-
exhibits-pdf

JimmyJones

https://healthandmoneynews.wordpress.com/2020/12/02/head-of-pfizer-research-covid-vaccine-is-female-sterilization/
https://web.archive.org/web/20201208150814/https://healthandmoneynews.wordpress.com/2020/12/02/head-of-pfizer-research-covid-vaccine-is-female-sterilization/
https://2020news.de/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Wodarg_Yeadon_EMA_Petition_Pfizer_Trial_FINAL_01DEC2020_EN_unsigned_with_Exhibits.pdf
https://www.docdroid.com/w7hXHSE/wodarg-yeadon-ema-petition-pfizer-trial-final-01dec2020-en-unsigned-with-exhibits-pdf
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8 Reply!

exhibits-pdf

"

"

1 26 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Death2Fiat, you said -
”Long-term effects may include autoimmune diseases (celiac, diabetes, etc.) Or even sterility.”  
 

I’m going to assume this is another baseless lie until you provide the source of your information.  And Lucy’s home
remedy blog does not count.  Provide a link to the product’s side affects worksheet or medical journal to support your
info; I’m going to assume - idiotic, bold face lie.

 

4DegreesOfSeparation

"

"

13 1 Reply!

4 days ago

then go and take it.

trust the science which is unable to come up with a cure [on a need basis], but promises a "protection" [racket 4 all].

ypczh
"

"

23 1 Reply!

4 days ago

The previous head scientist of Pfizer was the one who raised the spectre of sterility as it can block a protein needed
for placenta formation.

I'm not going to do your homework for you. 

Death2Fiat

"

"

11 Reply!

4 days ago

Certainly we can trust the product information sheet.

You blithering fool.

Socratic Dog

"

"

5 Reply!

4 days ago

He ... literally did provide sources...
StubbleJumper

"

"

8 Reply!

4 days ago

You do realize one the consequences of a common cold is auto immune disease called transverse myelitis.

The bodies auto immune response (they are creating with this vaccines) is not the same for everybody.

Therefore if you are unlucky you get a real bad deal and there is no way to know wether it will be good or bad.

SO YOU TALK OUT OF YOUR ASS.

PS I had TM and was crippled for 2 years from it and even now various parts of my nervous system are f%^ked
because of the common cold and the auto immune response. Is that good enough? - spoke to a nurse today who
agreed I should not take it on the grounds that event has already been proven once.

Many people do not know how their immune system has been impacted throughout their lives so you are
playing Russian roulette with this on wether you get a good or bad outcome.

 

GreatUncle

"

"

4 days ago

JimmyJones
4DegreesOfSeparation

https://www.docdroid.com/w7hXHSE/wodarg-yeadon-ema-petition-pfizer-trial-final-01dec2020-en-unsigned-with-exhibits-pdf
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10 Reply!

the links you provided above don’t exist!  You should take pride in passing along worthless and untrue information - no,
not really! 

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago

https://web.archive.org/web/20201211202434/https://healthandmoneynews.wordpress.com/2020/12/02/head-of-
pfizer-research-covid-vaccine-is-female-sterilization/

Simon69

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

They are updated now, got memory holed 
JimmyJones

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Both links are gone:

This blog has been archived or suspended in accordance with our Terms of Service.
 

NorthernEuropean
"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

https://web.archive.org/web/20201211202434/https://healthandmoneynews.wordpress.com/2020/12/02/head-of-
pfizer-research-covid-vaccine-is-female-sterilization/

Simon69

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

That's simply not true. The vaccine has not been tested for effects on pregnancy. It should, however, be evaluated for
that. It has not been. That's one of the reasons we have a vaccine so fast.

Tenshin Headache

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Thank you, Ronald Reagan. 
Decatur Guy

"

"

44 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Even if the effects of the vaccine are absolutely terrible and even deadly it's still not as bad as COVID-19.  COVID-19 will
always be the deadliest thing in human history at least until COVID-21 comes in 2022.

rock-ribbed

"

"

33 1 Reply!

PREMIUM 4 days ago

i can't believe there is anyone left alive to take it honestly.

m1ssanthrope

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

Go to KSL.com (Utah). Read a Covid article then the comments on that article...95% of the nitwits are living in mortal
fear....they are true 'believers.'

vealparm

"

"

5 Reply!

4 days ago

Seems to me the farther one leans to the left, the more scared and more obedient that person is. Therefore, the
more that person wants government authorities to keep them safe.

fn_fcst

"

"

4 days agoGreatUncle

https://web.archive.org/web/20201211202434/https://healthandmoneynews.wordpress.com/2020/12/02/head-of-pfizer-research-covid-vaccine-is-female-sterilization/
http://wordpress.com/tos/
https://web.archive.org/web/20201211202434/https://healthandmoneynews.wordpress.com/2020/12/02/head-of-pfizer-research-covid-vaccine-is-female-sterilization/
http://ksl.com/
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1 Reply!

You going to wait until 2022? New strain already in effect in the UK.

 

"

"

38 1 Reply!

4 days ago

What is obvious to some, will be obvious to everyone by the end of next week.  36 years later and still no HIV vaccine.  It will
be no different for Covid-CCP-19.

Amel

"

"

26 1 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

No fake testing and media orgy, and covid goes away.
bshirley1968

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

The testing lol ...

50,000 people are being tested they never tell you how many were tested 14 days ago that never went onto develop
COVID. After 14 days they are just removed from the list ... not a word is said.

GreatUncle
"

"

8 1 Reply!

4 days ago

When 'they' create a disease and test it in Africa, they usually have the cure, so it would not surprise anyone that there
was a cure for HIV, aka the Magic Johnson pills.  

Slaytheist

"

"
17 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Simply lying is easier. Fauxci was involved with the AIDS "conditioning" scam, also. 
daveO

"

"

6 1 Reply!

4 days ago

The MSM keeps saying it’s safe hundreds of times per day. The trial shows 1800 people had a bad reaction.
wick7

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Problem is 2 part ...

The injection is a one way ticket ... they cannot undo any damage they do.

Second they need human f%6king lab rats ... sorry but using gene therapy on cats does not work for humans as we are
genetically different. Now they have billions of lab brats to inject and look for +ve and -ve effects and it does not cost them a
penny in compensation.

You would be a fool to take it under those circumstances.

GreatUncle

"

"

59 1 Reply!

4 days ago

There's huge peer pressure to comply. Much of it is emotional and irrational, along the lines of "you'll kill grandma."
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

"

"

50 1 Reply!

4 days ago

The moment someone begins "arguing" via emotion and hysteria, I know it's time to ignore them and do the opposite of
what they want.

jnojr

"

"

4 days ago

Exactly.
this_circus_is_no_fun
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12 Reply!

Exactly.

"

"

31 1 Reply!

4 days ago

The spectacle (((they))) are putting on about these jabs gives it away.

Always over the top.

Pair Of Dimes Shift

"

"

18 Reply!

4 days ago

When the MSM says it, it's probably a lie.

When the MSM shouts it from the rooftops, then you know for an absolute fact not just that it's a lie, but it's time to run.

Socratic Dog

"

"

8 1 Reply!

4 days ago

According to the communists, grandma is just a useless eater anyway and Covid is a blessing.
Zeijandi

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

https://funnyjunk.com/Kissinger+useless+eater/funny-pictures/5300366/#a672c0_5299922
No-Go zone

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

Yep, I’ve already been called a conspiracy theorist. At least I told them what I know so my conscience is clear.
wick7

"

"

50 1 Reply!

4 days ago

A new miracle vaccine to treat a new very dubious virus that has not undergone rigorous clinical trial, untested in humans or
animals for a sufficient period, is of unproven efficacy & duration, is of unknown origin and content & is not subject to liability or
class action litigation! 
 

Where the Fcuk do I sign up? 

Itchy and Scratchy

"

"

3 16 Reply!

4 days ago

Putin's office
captain noob

"

"

12 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Useless dbag troll account.
Patmos

"

"

4 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Sputnik V is a traditional vaccine, BUT how did they isolate the virus...?
Pair Of Dimes Shift

"

"

4 5 Reply!

4 days ago

They just took the flu shot and called it Sputnik

2 scams merged together

captain noob

"

"

2 Reply

4 days ago

Proof?
GutterPrayer

"

"

https://funnyjunk.com/Kissinger+useless+eater/funny-pictures/5300366/%23a672c0_5299922
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2 Reply!"

"

Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

u must first bend over and pull up you socks while taking slow mo tyme...
new game

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

And while you're bent over, lick my boots.  I have some throats to go step on.
ya_right

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Your government signs you up.  Remember that it is for the benefit of mankind, and they know better than you.   
zerosubscriber

"

"

44 2 Reply!

4 days ago

Mistrust? Are you crazy. You'd find more ethics among meth dealers than these weasels.
chunga

"

"

43 1 Reply!

4 days ago

If COVID had a 30% mortality rate say like Small Pox, I would consider taking the vaccine knowing it could have adverse side
effects.  But you are in essence taking a vaccine that generally has the same side effects as getting COVID at best and its likely
the actual virus has no symptoms.  Further, my immune system does what the vaccine does.  So I will rely on my immune system,
thank you!

get nothing and like it

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

I am sure they have more steps to come...
StubbleJumper

"

"

40 2 Reply!

4 days ago

I know a covid icu nurse in flagstaff AZ who says no one is dying anymore because they know how to treat it and this nurse does
not want a vaccine. How fucking dumb is our society?  Infinitely?

BitcoinSV

"

"

27 Reply!

4 days ago

The difference between Genius and Stupidity is that Genius has limits
get nothing and like it

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

It's a fine line between clever and stupid.
green_dog

"

"

1 7 Reply!

4 days ago

Yea, we know how to treat a disease so no need to prevent people from getting it. What 'got nothing and like it' said
Fart Vandelay

"

"

4 1 Reply!

4 days ago

"Think about how stupid the average american is, then consider that half are even dumber than that!"
Carlin was RIGHT

"

"

4 days ago

It is not just in America, the whole of the West is getting dummer by the day. Remember the state incentivises low IQ
females to have babies by being the surrogate daddy courtesy of our money which the smarter people provide and are
penalised for having children. 

ZHcensor
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5 Reply!

penalised for having children. 

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

Flagstaff? Deep blue city - she must get a lot of pushback at work for her opinion.
StubbleJumper

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Bitcoin: I live in MI and people are still supposedly dying from it here.  The body count ticks up a bit daily.  Now, are these
people dying WITH COVID or OF COVID?  I do not trust the media or the health "experts."

fn_fcst

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

96% of the US population is government "schooled".

So, there's that!

Decatur Guy

"

"

39 Reply!

4 days ago

You know whats next right?

You WILL take this vaccine or we will DOX you...

And if that doesn't work.

You WILL take this vaccine or we will publicly shame you somehow...

And if that doesn't work.

You WILL take this vaccine or you can't go anywhere...

And if that doesn't work.

You WILL take this vaccine or you won't have a job anymore...

And if that doesn't work.

You WILL take this vaccine or you will go to JAIL.

And if that doesn't work.

You WILL take this vaccine or we will just fyckin kill you... if ur not dead already....

 

This is how leftardism works...

AVmaster

"

"

37 2 Reply!

4 days ago

Actually its probably the information that is keeping people away, like how the mRNA vaccine hasn't been tested on humans, not
misinformation.

Patmos

all this mistrust and misinformation," Dr. Martinez said.

"

"

15 Reply!

4 days ago

hold on sir, the test on humans is full on...
new game

"

"

PREMIUM 4 days ago

Perhaps it is the results/conclusions that are important. No?

cossack55
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1 Reply!"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Ah, excuse me but I think it takes a Reptilian brain to want to get this shot.  Testing it on humanity will take force. 
ya_right

"

"

7 1 Reply!

4 days ago

I don't want to take the vaccine, but there were vaccine trials on humans.  It just we don't know what happens 1 year down
the road.

the6thBook

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

GayTheist information come through faith
CommonsDeered

"

"

35 Reply!

4 days ago

It’s terrifying a third of the staff signed up! 
Itchy and Scratchy

"

"

34 Reply!

4 days ago

Anecdotal - I have a customer in her mid 70s. She asked me what I thought about getting the vaccine. I told her wild horses etc..
She then tells me her son is a scientist for one of the big pharma companies (she didn't say which). He called her last week and
told her under no circumstances was she to take the Pfizer vaccine.I can only conclude he either really loves her or really hates
her...

GutterPrayer

"

"

1 13 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

“I can only conclude he either really loves her or really hates her...”

Fixed it for you:

I can only conclude he either really loves her and is stupid or really hates her and is smart (and very likely evil). 
 

p.s.  that sure was funny

BigCumulusClouds

"

"

30 Reply!

4 days ago

the question everyone must ask themselves:
"Can I name just one trustworthy person that is promoting this vaccine ?"

DonGenaro

"

"

30 Reply!

PREMIUM 4 days ago

Who trusts the system? Not me.

lambda

"

"

2 3 Reply!

4 days ago

Tiffany did
captain noob

"

"

5 Reply!

4 days ago

Every single institution is not trustworthy.
chunga

"

"
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5 Reply!"

"

30 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Trust your unvaccinated nurse.  I do, and she is my sister.  
Ben A Drill

"

"

30 Reply!

4 days ago

I trust my unvaccinated pharmacist.  She is my wife.  In fact, pretty much all of her pharmacist coworkers and friends say
not to take this.

J Frank Parnell

"

"

19 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

I also trust my unvaccinated wife that works in medicine and does LOTS of research.  
Buzz-Kill

"

"

20 Reply!

4 days ago

I trust my unvaccinated ER nurse wife. She’s been exposed to the virus since it started in New York State. Her immune
system seems to have handled it just fine.

 

petaloka

"

"
1 11 Reply!

4 days ago

That is “generally” the case for healthy young people.  But there is more than just selfish reasons to decide whether you
take it or not.  Just imagine if everyone American took the vaccine - where would that leave us, what would happen to the
economy, we would have Heard immunity, we would no long have governments mandate mask wearing, no more
restricting access to public places....   

I get some people are uneasy about the vaccine but if we get to March - April and side affects are not meaningful, then it
becomes more difficult to make the case not to get it.  

4DegreesOfSeparation

"

"

9 Reply!

4 days ago

The case not to get it is that it is MY RIGHT NOT TO.

Case closed.

2thelastman

"

"

10 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

"Someone" isn't paying attention. The "vaccine" producers have already stated the shot does not provide immunity, or
prevent transmission. It (supposedly) eliminates symptoms in mild cases of "infection".

If getting a phony "vaccine" for an even phonier "virus" sets your mind at ease - knock yourself out. Just don't expect
me to care for your debilitated ass, or send flowers to your funeral.

Carlin was RIGHT

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

So, by your logic, all novel vaccines, meds, treatments etc only need 3-4 months clinical testing and evaluation before
being available to the masses? That is what you are suggesting. I think you are a troll, or likely not thinking this through
completely.

Thethingreenline

"

"

8 Reply!

4 days ago

I trust my common sense.  It has never failed me in this life.  And if the MSM is FOR something, I'm 100% against it...
period.  Wise words to live by.

J S Bach

"

"
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29 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Stated Eugenicist Gates who couldn’t debug his crappy OS system and who permanently paralyzed over 500,000 African &
Indian children with his miracle polio vaccine wants to give the world a covid vaccine that alters genetic code, attacks the critical
& complex immune system & inhibits delicate respiratory response functions! 
 

Where in the flying Fcuk do I sign up? 

Itchy and Scratchy

"

"

5 Reply!

4 days ago

You just want his wife.
Sid Finch

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

As if you don’t bro! 
Itchy and Scratchy

"

"

27 1 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

No jab, no job should be the requirements everywhere.  Vaccination and masks are going to have to be required from here on out
going forward with no expiration date on either.  It's about safety and stopping this ultra deadly disease and besides, you have
absolutely no right not to be forced to get a vaccination or wear a mask.   The constitution is clear on this just like it's clear that
you can't own guns. 

rock-ribbed

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

Thanks for clearing that up. I'll be able to sleep tonight now.
Suzy Q

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

You still have to wear the mask, so what's the point?
Pair Of Dimes Shift

"

"

13 1 Reply!

4 days ago

This deserves a "thespian" tag. A level beyond sarcasm.

Well done. 

#

 

$

Lee Harvey

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

You got me for a minute...I was wondering "how the fuk does this guy have 3 upvotes to 1 downvote on something BS like
this" 

HolyGrail20

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

Million Dollar Bonus has returned.
Blano

"

"

4 days ago

If hospital workers cared about people and not their paychecks, they would have exposed this insane hoax back in April.  But
then, they are used to being lapdogs for the Pharmaceutical-based "health care" system that is the leading cause of death and
misery in the US.  I have zero sympathy for any of them.  They took an oath to "do no harm".

The same psychopaths that created the "health care" system created the fiat currency system that has put 95% of the world's
wealth in the hands of less than 3% of the population on Earth.  You kno who they are. 

Electro Static
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26 4 Reply!"

"

10 Reply!

4 days ago

Don't leave us in suspense unless us knowing would cause us to become anti-semites.  In that case just leave us in
suspense.

rock-ribbed

You kno who they are. 

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago

Yes, my wife and I are also big fans of the Rockefellers,  NOT!
gilpit58

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago

Eustice Mullins gave some good talks on the Rockefeller-founded AMA...
Lee Harvey

"

"

17 Reply!

4 days ago

I was in an indoor cycling class the other day (it was snowing so I sucked it up and donned the mask for the class, it sucked)
... any whoooo .. the instructor is a nurse.  I asked her if the covid cases are taking over the hospital capacity that is being
reported.  She wouldn't give me a straight answer.  I assumed because its relatively empty and she didn't want to expose
the lies in order to keep her job and integrity with the mostly liberal people in the class.

get nothing and like it

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

I got to be in the global wealth top 1% from ground zero, just by working, saving, paying down debt and conservative value
investing. It was not particularly difficult.

When I graduated from uni in 1977, my net worth was negative. 

BaNNeD oN THe RuN

"

"

24 Reply!

4 days ago

You get it, I'll wait for now.  My gut tells me if you are otherwise healthy there is more risk to taking the vaccine than getting the
virus.

calculator

"

"

12 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

What is this ‘virus’ you speak of?
Itchy and Scratchy

"

"

21 Reply!

4 days ago

If you don’t watch TV or any other mass media publications, it does not exist. 
BigCumulusClouds

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Exactly!  I work at a TV station.  I do not watch any news over the weekend and when I go back to the station on
Monday, I have to hear this crap over and over again.  

fn_fcst

"

"

4 days ago

Hospital workers are turning down the vaccine because they're educated, trust has nothing to do with it.

If you trust big pharma and people like the Sackler family you're a chump, their only motive is money, we're talking about the
greediest gang of looters on the planet, people that promote homosexuality for future drug revenues, people with no morals
whatsoever.

GhostOLaz
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21 Reply!

whatsoever.

"

"

20 Reply!

4 days ago

I would suck on doorknobs for 8 hours a day before getting that needle. 
ChargingHandle

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

ARJunkies. com has nitride BCGs for $119 on sale right now. $59 80% lowers too. 
UnicornTears

"

"

20 1 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Can you believe I got into an argument with a liberal on the Twitter about the mortality rate of Wuhan Plague after they insisted it
has a 3% mortality rate? I pointed them to multiple sources showing it was clearly in the .26-35% range. CDC and others. I got
banned. 

UnicornTears
"

"

14 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Welcome to the NWO
captain noob

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Twitters owner Blackwater has replaced Goldman Sachs as Biden's future White House economic advisors.

Twitter is the money interest  behind your future Government.

It is not 'The Public Square'.

CommonsDeered

"

"

18 Reply!

4 days ago

Covid-19 is the flu. There was pushback on their retarded, poisonous, untested vaccine. People were getting Bells Palsy, severe
allergic reactions and all types of quackery. So, bam, the virus has mutated, and now it’s even more contagious...still less deadly
though....until next week’s headlines.

I have only one response to mongoloids that are afraid of Chingitus at this point...go hide in your hole for the rest of your lives you
pansy ass  cowards and leave the rest of us alone and away from your idiocy.

Obake158

"

"

4 days ago

Your first sentence is perfect and I agree, however it’s worse, there isn’t even a ‘virus’ and they can control minds so easily.
Flu/colds are not caused by ‘viruses’.

The Virus Misconception – Dr. Stefan Lanka 

wissenschafftplus-the-virus-misconception-part-1.pdf 

wissenschafftplus-the-virus-misconception-part-2.pdf

Taken together, Dr Lanka's writings and the below books explain how there are no ‘viruses’ and that the causes of influenza,
colds and other diseases are not contagious and not of ‘viral’ etiology. They explain how they have never isolated any ‘virus’
etc., and its bc they do not exist.

’Goodbye Germ Theory’

’What Really Makes You Ill’

’Bechamp or Pasteur’

’Virus Mania’

’The Invisible Rainbow’

squib

http://wissenschafftplus.de/uploads/article/wissenschafftplus-the-virus-misconception-part-1.pdf
http://wissenschafftplus.de/uploads/article/wissenschafftplus-the-virus-misconception-part-2.pdf
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2 Reply!

’The Contagion Myth’ by Dr Cowan and Sally Morell, banned on Amazon

https://www.westonaprice.org/health-topics/notes-from-yesteryear/germ-theory-versus-terrain-the-wrong-side-won-the-
day/

And a logical theory:

https://fitzinfo.net/2020/08/29/growing-evidence-covid-19-symptoms-a-result-of-5g-wireless-exposure/

Thousands of scientific publications showing electromagnetic radiation from cell towers/WiFi/routers/tablets/iPads/routers
etc. causes cancer/tumors in humans and affects cells, insects and animals negatively, to put it mildly.

https://bioinitiative.org/

Finally, 2 studies from 1919 showing they know what is going on, and it ain’t a ‘virus’:

https://zenodo.org/record/1505669#.X8_YINhKiUl

https://www.nejm.org/doi/pdf/10.1056/NEJM191912111812401

"

"

18 Reply!

4 days ago

IT'S NOT A VACCINE, IT'S A BIO WEAPON!
blitzen69

"

"

18 1 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

A virus so dangerous and deadly that even hospital workers are willing to take their chances with it over a vaccine. Trust me, if
they thought this virus was hugely dangerous, they'd be flocking to the vaccine, the fact it's untested be damned.

Nona Yobiznes

"

"

17 Reply!

4 days ago

Learn the truth about Covid 19, this video has been banned by google, social media and others amidst tremendous
opposition and  attempts to censor the truth. 

Unmasking the Plandemic exposes Dr. Fauci's criminal behavior and Bill Gates' involvement, motivation and failings in his
other mass injections to vunerable populations.  Gates is a real scumbag.

https://healthimpactnews.com/2020/plandemic-full-feature-film-released-online-amidst-tremendous-opposition-and-attempts-to-
censor-it/

Demystified

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

You could have just said Gates is a scumbag and had the same response.
Indelible Scars

"

"

16 Reply!

4 days ago

Struck up a conversation with an older black veteran in a parking lot the other day, he (like most everyone else I meet) goes
directly into the covid scam, saying that masks are a joke and he's NEVER taking a vaccine. He also said don't believe anything
the media has to say. 

Watt Supremacissss

"

"

3 1 Reply!

PREMIUM 4 days ago

I hope he had a lot of offspring and taught them well.

Hari_Seldon

"

"

Reply!

3 days ago

Excellent point.  I suppose eugenics is another upside to this planpanic, in addition to the support RFK, jr. is getting.
anti-republocrat

"

"

https://www.westonaprice.org/health-topics/notes-from-yesteryear/germ-theory-versus-terrain-the-wrong-side-won-the-day/
https://fitzinfo.net/2020/08/29/growing-evidence-covid-19-symptoms-a-result-of-5g-wireless-exposure/
https://bioinitiative.org/
https://zenodo.org/record/1505669%23.X8_YINhKiUl
https://www.nejm.org/doi/pdf/10.1056/NEJM191912111812401
https://healthimpactnews.com/2020/plandemic-full-feature-film-released-online-amidst-tremendous-opposition-and-attempts-to-censor-it/
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5 Reply!

4 days ago

Good man!
JMRPete

"

"

16 Reply!

4 days ago

I know which healthcare workers I want to look after me - the smart ones that aren't taking the vaccine.  The rest are just STUPID.
Barbarossa296

"

"

5 Reply!

PREMIUM 4 days ago

What’s amazing to me is we have a vaccine in less than a year but for other viruses they never do. Perhaps these things are
reasonable for someone above 80 with no other option but for the general population I don’t get it. 

djsnola

"

"

15 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Lets do a little unbiased rewrite for poor Tyler:

Instead of the woke " Ayla Ellison reports that the virus of vaccine mistrust is spreading... "

Lets use:  "Ayla Ellison reports that the education about the possibly deadly vaccine is spreading..."

Instead of the woke: " The vaccination numbers, though low, still exceeded expectations, Ms. Jenkins told CNN "

Lets use:  "We had horribly low expectations about the number of those getting the vaccine.  We met those low expectations, Ms
Jenkins told CNN"

Another change: " ProPublica reported that the vaccine ended up going to non-medical personnel as well",

To: "ProPublica reported that so few medical personnel in nearby hospitals would take the dangerous vaccine that they had to
offer it to non-medical personnel in the area before it spoiled."

And change the best of biased reporting:  " to combat vaccine hesitancy among Black Americans "

change that to:  "to combat the high vaccine education level among Black Americans, who know this was not vetted properly"

GEt with the program Tyler.

 

IcarusOnFire

"

"

9 Reply!

4 days ago

Excellent observation because that is exactly what is happening. These house arrests are giving people time and a chance
to be better informed.

LA_Goldbug

"Ayla Ellison reports that the education about the virus is spreading..."

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Tyler(s) is dead dude. Long live Tyler
Sokhmate

"

"

15 Reply!

4 days ago

%

 Make HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE & IVERMECTIN OVER-THE-COUNTER and the Pandemic is over. 
LEEPERMAX

"

"

2 9 Reply!

4 days ago

Utter nonsense. Both work for SOME people and cases. For many, not so much.

But yes, they should be made available for easy purchase after a doctor approves.

Fart Vandelay

"

"

https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/workforce/staff-at-hospitals-in-dc-texas-turn-down-covid-19-vaccine.html
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2 9 Reply!"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

uh fartie the data is over your head, eh dork
therealphysicist

"

"

10 Reply!

4 days ago

Before the scamdemic, both were WIDELY available around the world, OTC. As soon as Trump mentioned them, they were
snatched off  the shelf faster than you can say dog face pony soldier. 

Rusty Shorts

"

"

15 Reply!

4 days ago

What happened to my body, my choice?
liberty2day

"

"

6 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Different narrative ,keep up.
Cock Strong

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

What is good for women is good for men too
liberty2day

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

Estrogen...?
espirit

"

"

7 Reply!

PREMIUM 4 days ago

That only works if you abort your baby. 

snatchpounder

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

You have to give up something to sell on black markets to earn that option.
In Ze No

"

"

13 Reply!

PREMIUM 4 days ago

Besides guinea pig argument

We are under attack by unknown enemy via election fraud, false flags, mask flags & lockdown fraud.
We don't know if delivery services are enemy (USPS, UPS, FedEx)
We don't know if Social Media is, the shot could be dangerous & them silencing critics.
We know the MSM is probably enemy, therefore all information is suspect.
Elites, Gates, and everyone we hate is pushing the vax big time.
Why are they taking it on live TV, why must we want it sooo bad, depopulation, or just love money?
All information suggests, do not take any drug without years worth safety history, like hydroxychloriquine

BiancoPower

"

"

13 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

600 is still too many people willing to take the voodoo medicine. They can have my share too.
aliens is here

"

"

13 5 Reply!

4 days ago

Have you heard the rumor that the nurse who took the vaccine and fainted on TV is now dead? Tiffany Dover, RIP
zoo

"

"

4 days agocaptain noob
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4 1 Reply!

4 days ago

And so young
captain noob

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago

Has there been ANY news update on that? Over the weekend message boards we saying that she hadn't posted any social
media updates, her entirely family had been quiet, and that the hospital posted a message saying something to the effect of
her being "ok" but then deleting it. 

Definitely is strange. You'd think she would be posting stuff all over the place to easily squash it if she was indeed alive. 

HolyGrail20

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

Or, she just wants her privacy and doesn’t want to be on board the crazy train.

there are reasons they call it a rumor - because it is.  but hey, it gives the haters, ignorants and conspiracy groups
something to talk about.  I guarantee those same people will never pass along confirmed reports that says she is fine.  

4DegreesOfSeparation
"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

"Or, she just wants her privacy and doesn’t want to be on board the crazy train."

... but she was okay with them filming her ..?? 

C'mon man... 

! &

Eyes Opened

"

"
1 Reply!

4 days ago

Tiffany (means land under waves) Dover RIP
CommonsDeered

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Tiffany Ponte Dover is reported alive and apparently has been told to let the hospital and their lawyers speak for her.

https://heavy.com/news/tiffany-dover-dead-alive/

In related news, the Skriptals in their MI-5 safe house are said to be considering taking the Pfizer vaccine now that it is
confirmed to be no more deadly than Novichok.

(Spoken in my Norm MacDonald - Weekend Update voice)

 

BaNNeD oN THe RuN

"

"

13 Reply!

4 days ago

LMAO!!! when the health care workers won't take it.........
gilhgvc

"

"

4 days ago

There is sufficient information out there that shows, "Stay the hell away from this poison."
LA_Goldbug

https://twitter.com/MichaelYeadon3/status/1341532616286212098

Elizabeth Henry

@authorelizabet1

· Dec 21

So.... Husband comes home; he's a gardener! His 88 year old customer is seriously ill in hospital with
stroke symptoms. Guess why??!! Side effect of the bloody vaccine! But the 'nonexistent health service'

https://heavy.com/news/tiffany-dover-dead-alive/
https://twitter.com/MichaelYeadon3/status/1341532616286212098
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12 Reply!

stroke symptoms. Guess why??!! Side effect of the bloody vaccine! But the 'nonexistent health service'
have requested that the family don't talk about it! Yeah, I bet!

 

"

"

12 Reply!

4 days ago

The narrative is falling apart, watch and read about more scarier covid lies in the days ahead. It will get so obvious that even the
believers will question. 

Whatdoyoufightfor_

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

This egregious precedent of a vaccine with no recourse for damages being a pass for freedoms we already have must be
fought. 

HilaryBlueWaffle
"

"

12 1 Reply!

4 days ago

70% not willing bwahaha.  Smart people.
Just a Little Froth in the Market

"

"

12 Reply!

4 days ago

Hello, we are from the government and we are here to help.  
mtndds

"

"

5 Reply!

4 days ago

Western governments are working hard to diversify those '11 words' off the planet.
createnewaccount

"

"

11 Reply!

4 days ago

'

I wish you all the tidings of comfort and joy that falling housing prices bring this Christmas season

'

                          God Bless President Donald J. Trump and God Bless America!

The Big Fat Bastard

"

"

11 1 Reply!

4 days ago

I am not surprised at the mistrust here. My wife is a registered nurse (not in the US) and says she will be passing on vaccines until
there is a sufficient amount of experience to confirm they are safe and effective. 

The usual long testing period is absent and thus the ability to pick up long term issues is limited. Oh and did you hear about the
severe allergic reactions to the Pfizer vax? They don't appear widespread but also don't appear to be being reported very much...

This is all too quick for my liking.

Prophet of Boom

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

They skipped the animal testing as well - we are in effect the lab rats.
Victor999

"

"

4 days ago

Perhaps some interesting reading for you and wife...

The Virus Misconception – Dr. Stefan Lanka 

wissenschafftplus-the-virus-misconception-part-1.pdf 

wissenschafftplus-the-virus-misconception-part-2.pdf

Taken together, Dr Lanka's writings and the below books explain how there are no ‘viruses’ and that the causes of influenza,

squib

http://wissenschafftplus.de/uploads/article/wissenschafftplus-the-virus-misconception-part-1.pdf
http://wissenschafftplus.de/uploads/article/wissenschafftplus-the-virus-misconception-part-2.pdf
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3 Reply!

Taken together, Dr Lanka's writings and the below books explain how there are no ‘viruses’ and that the causes of influenza,
colds and other diseases are not contagious and not of ‘viral’ etiology. They explain how they have never isolated any ‘virus’
etc., and its bc they do not exist.

’Goodbye Germ Theory’

’What Really Makes You Ill’

’Bechamp or Pasteur’

’Virus Mania’

’The Invisible Rainbow’

’The Contagion Myth’ by Dr Cowan and Sally Morell, banned on Amazon

https://www.westonaprice.org/health-topics/notes-from-yesteryear/germ-theory-versus-terrain-the-wrong-side-won-the-
day/

And a logical theory:

https://fitzinfo.net/2020/08/29/growing-evidence-covid-19-symptoms-a-result-of-5g-wireless-exposure/

Thousands of scientific publications showing electromagnetic radiation from cell towers/WiFi/routers/tablets/iPads/routers
etc. causes cancer/tumors in humans and affects cells, insects and animals negatively, to put it mildly.

https://bioinitiative.org/

Finally, 2 studies from 1919 showing they know what is going on, and it ain’t a ‘virus’:

https://zenodo.org/record/1505669#.X8_YINhKiUl

https://www.nejm.org/doi/pdf/10.1056/NEJM191912111812401

"

"

11 1 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

To agree to take the vaccine is to prove you are insane.

Which means, the percentage of humans who are insane has increased by leaps and bounds, and is now more than 2/3 of
everyone.  The true percentage is clearly much higher than that.

But on the other hand, it is good to see that a great many humans are catching on to the fact that most of so-called "science" and
"medicine" and even supposed "capitalism" are pure BS, having been rendered such by politics and globalism.

BTW, the safe, well-known conventional medication Ivermectin is at least 99% effective at treating COVID19 ... and unlike
vaccines, you don't even have to take the medication until you notice symptoms of COVID19.

For those who don't realize it, not even the most wildly optimistic proponents of the vaccines claim they will be over 99%
effective!  And they need to be taken by vastly more people, because they need to be taken BEFORE symptoms of the disease
are noticed --- and thus by vastly greater numbers of people.

inorganic

"

"

1 16 Reply!

4 days ago

Then I guess I'm insane, because life as you knew it is DEAD, idiot, without one.
darkstar7646

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

You are a darkstar.  I am so sorry

(

MoralsAreEssential

"

"

1 Reply!

3 days ago

You just proved my point ... in spades.  Thanks.  :-)
inorganic

"

"

4 days agoOld Poor Richard

https://www.westonaprice.org/health-topics/notes-from-yesteryear/germ-theory-versus-terrain-the-wrong-side-won-the-day/
https://fitzinfo.net/2020/08/29/growing-evidence-covid-19-symptoms-a-result-of-5g-wireless-exposure/
https://bioinitiative.org/
https://zenodo.org/record/1505669%23.X8_YINhKiUl
https://www.nejm.org/doi/pdf/10.1056/NEJM191912111812401
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11 Reply!

4 days ago

My nurse friend was offered first wave because she's got seniority, but she said no way, put me at the end of the line.  That's
despite working in the hospital's mental ward where they get drunks, homeless, addicts with all kinds of diseases to include
COVID.  I asked "are they spitters?"  Ohhhh yeahhhhh... she said.

Old Poor Richard

"

"

11 Reply!

4 days ago

You mean the system that destroyed our entire way of life over a virus that is no more deadly than the flu? What's not to trust?
Zero Point

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

Good point lol
NIRP-BTFD

"

"

11 Reply!

4 days ago

You need to take the vaccine to know what’s in it - Nancy
Itchy and Scratchy

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

Best post of the day!
Gooner

"

"

11 Reply!

4 days ago

We of course have no way of knowing what these fearless leaders showing the way are actually getting injected into their arms. 
But we are supposed to trust that they're telling the truth.  ROFL!!! 

MrNoItAll

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago

Probably saline when they aren't completely faking the injection with an empty syringe!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rXdBo_rZ0bk

JSG

"

"

11 Reply!

4 days ago

I'm waiting for vaccine version 12.0 with bluetooth.
I Write Code

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

C'mon man we're at 6G now!
MaF

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

When is 6H?
I Write Code

"

"

11 Reply!

4 days ago

Mix in some gender changing hormones and the liberal Lefturds will be breaking down the doors for a shot! 
Itchy and Scratchy

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

I'll have none of what IT is having?
Yog Soggoth

"

"

4 days ago

Tyler is capitalizing "black" now?
EngageTheRage

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rXdBo_rZ0bk
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11 Reply!

Tyler is capitalizing "black" now?

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago

But not white 
Itchy and Scratchy

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

I capitalize BOTH Douchelanders and Douchebags but never 'white'.

 

 

CommonsDeered

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

They all obey eventually. Work on being more obedient, and denying what is right in front of your eyes. Trust the experts. It is
easier that way. 

UnicornTears

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

You forgot to. Get ready to be banned.  
Krinkle Sach

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

ZH has no editors... evident more so in Tyler's posts than others, tho... 
montanaconserv

"

"

11 1 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

They have personally seen MedScam Inc. in action.

(HEY, I'm just suppose to be a RN and get a paycheck here. ... I didn't sign on as a LAB RAT!)

Live Hard, Not Much Trust Between Pirates, Crooks And Con Artists, Die Picking Door Three With The REAL Vaxx Behind
It,......OOOPS! .... Wrong Vial!

~ DC v22.0

DuneCreature

"

"

10 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Wow Tyler GFY.

You are capitalizing "black" you POS, and deleting my comment for pointing it out.

Once again GFY.

EngageTheRage

"

"

10 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

One of the reasons this whole thing was so scary is that Doctors were not allowed/willing to prescribe the known treatments like
HCQ, Zinc, Vit. D, etc.   If you got sick, your only real choice appeared to be wait till you were really sick and go to the hospital. 
We all know how that went for most people.   You can't tell me that was not part of some evil plan.  WTF is that about???

TrumpyBear

"

"

10 Reply!

4 days ago

execution by ventilator
PyrrhicVictory

"

"

4 days agoThe Old Walking Turtle
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3 Reply!

4 days ago

@$35000. USD a pop.  For the placement onto said machine.  An EASY hands-off euthanasia at a PROFIT! 

Everybody trusts their Doctor.  Foolish civilian innocents vs criminal whitecoat MD fools. 

NO contest!  And that is all.  0{>:-|o[

The Old Walking Turtle

"

"

10 Reply!

4 days ago

I read, that several test-persons were suddenly tested positive on HIV !

This means for me: The vaccine destroys the immune system completely. And then you die from any random illness, because
your immune system is  not working anymore.

Did someone realize, that every "measure" they force us to do has the main aim to destroy our immune system. Just think about
what humans need to survive: Love, Comrades, fresh air, sport or some activity, gatherings and having fun, drinking a beer after
work, going out to dine or dance and so on. 

1) Face mask: Prevents us from having enough oxygen in the blood and brain (bad for students and those with hard work)...  You
are surrounded by people who pretend to be sick, and you are forced to pretend to be potentially sick too, even if you are
completely healthy. You see everywhere and all the time sick Corona people.

2) Social distancing: Creates mistrust (don't shake hands anymore), keep a distance leads to an emotional distance towards the
others. 

3) disinfect hands : destroys natural immune system on our hands

4) Forbid all fun and all recreation and leisure and sport activity: For sure makes us sick

5) Imprison us in our own home:  Isolation is proven a very effective torture method

6) Treating us as 3 year old stupid idiots who are unable to protect ourselves (we feel helpless and powerless)

7) Poisen everything with fearmongering about the super killer virus (who isn't)... Thus people in the end really and honestly fear
for their lifes all minutes of their miserable life

8) Stealing a year or two years in proper education and possibility to enjoy the youth as long as it lasts from our children and
youngsters. This is really too much.

9) Taking away every freedom from us by even say with whom and when we are able to meet. Only two out of one family and
such... Only 4 people at the table ... and this "orders" change every five minutes, so that you all day must listen to the news, to
know what new they invented to keep you on your toes. 

And so on and so on...

FAC K  the new healt-gods hard... they are completely out of their mind, and want to destroy us financially and mentally.
DONT LET THEM WIN.

 

DaVinciCode

"

"

10 Reply!

4 days ago

The first vaccine will make people sick, which will be blamed on trump.

It's the second one you really need to avoid.

I believe the military calls this technique a "kill box".

Herd the enemy into a small area to be efficiently eliminated.

zerodrudge.com

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

Any news from camps setup to handle the disinfranchised?
pocomotion

"

"

4 days agoCock Strong
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2 Reply!

There's no wifi, hot water or indoor plumbing. But they do have large screen tv and a great sound system.

"

"

10 Reply!

4 days ago

When hospital workers won't take the vax, you know something is rotten.
Jack Offelday

"

"

10 3 Reply!

4 days ago

Covid-19 Vax Protocol: 

SHOT #1 - weakens the blood brain barrier in the arteries in the brain. Will also include the dna-altering FUNVAX (the demons)

SHOT #2 - nano bot payload seeps through  weakened blood brain barrier

NOTE: power source of the nanobots is 5g radiation (from towers, satellites, devices, assorted DEWs, kinda like Tesla’s water
tower)

RESULT: Dropping Dead from Induced Aneurysm (Demo in Wuhan January 2020)

PyrrhicVictory

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

We’re all gonna Fuking die, man! 
Krinkle Sach

"

"

9 Reply!

4 days ago

Mortality rate of humanity is 100%
Hangnjudge

"

"

3 2 Reply!

4 days ago

 

)

  

)

  

)

  

)

  

)

 

thank you for reposting. I forgot who had posted this drivel last time. Now i can give you credit so people can laugh at the
right person.

Fart Vandelay

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Rightttt, 5G radiation alone probably accomplishes same thing.

How convenient that ANOTHER Republican died on Dec. 9th, after Trump flipped the New Hampshire state house.
Always a REP. catching it or dying of it. 5G anyone? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dick_Hinch

 

daveO

"

"

10 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Those who got they vaccine should be clearly identified so we know who to avoid! 
Itchy and Scratchy

"

"

12 Reply!

4 days ago

You can recognize them by their paralyzed faces or if they're using a wheel chair?
Son of Loki

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

They won't go out in the sunlight.
I Write Code

"

"

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dick_Hinch
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10 2 Reply!

4 days ago

The virus is fake but the vaccine ain’t! 
Itchy and Scratchy

"

"

9 Reply!

4 days ago

Little to no testing, experimental drug at best and immunity for the drug makers if they screw up does little to boost the
confidence of those they wish to take this cocktail.  All of that against a virus that 99.5% survive is a very hard sell.

rlm1966

"

"

Reply!

3 days ago

I believe the overall IFR is closer to 0.14%, which means 99.86% survive.  I think the 99.5% is more applicable to me, a 73
year old with prior pulmonary embolism, cancer, heart attack and stroke.  Yet even I am more afraid of the vaccine than the
virus.  I'm not going to sacrifice the rights and freedom of my kids and grandkids, that my young ancestors risked their lives
to regain, for fear that my already long life might be shortened a small percentage.

Still, I do take precautions like vitamins C and D3, zinc and quercetin to get the zinc into cells where it does its magic.

anti-republocrat

"

"

9 Reply!

4 days ago

"deemed safe by scientists". Therein lies the problem. Scientists, as opposed to virology specialists, have become as trusted as
journalists and politicians. Scientific consensus is not real science !

activisor

"

"

9 1 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Because they know the nurse Tiffany Dover who fainted live on TV after taking vaccine died.

It's everywhere go search it.

littlewing

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

So who is in the video taken yesterday?  A crisis actor imposter? 
Old Poor Richard

"

"

9 1 Reply!

4 days ago

It's not only distrust of the vax (for good reason), it's that more people are realizing that they don't need it.  False casedemic.
AK Bolt

"

"

9 Reply!

4 days ago

Until now in 2020 not more deaths as every year. 

This is far from something similar as a "Pandemic"... We had more problems with harder flu seasons in other years.

THEY LIE TO US EVERY SINGLE DAY, and come up with new absurdities every single day. And all sheeples only make : mäh mäh
mäh...

Incredible, our humanity has become completely brainwashed brainless idiots. They let the authorities steal everything from us,
and even clap in their hands when they do it. 

Police is treating now in many European countries normal people, taxpayers, worse than any murderer or mafia hight level boss. 

DaVinciCode

"

"

4 days ago (Edited)

There is no reason for young healthy people to get a risky vaccine for a virus that will not put a scratch on them.

You can't even provide informed consent for this vaccine, because it is simply unknown what an mRNA vaccine could do,
especially months down the road.

shadow541
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9 1 Reply!

Virologists have already warned it could cause sterility in women temporary or long term. The sort of sterility that would show as a
nationwide crush of miscarriages.

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

The dead baby eaters are salivating. 
pods

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

No doubt. There must be recipes doing the rounds as we type.
AlphaSnail

"

"

1 Reply!

PREMIUM 4 days ago

they often prefer to make them dead personally before they eat them though

South Pacific
"

"

9 Reply!

4 days ago

Who in their right mind wouldn’t want to inject a vaccine with aborted fetus gene material? 
Itchy and Scratchy

"

"

8 Reply!

4 days ago

Gee, I wonder why people are hesitant to take a vaccine that has obviously foregone some aspects of testing that makes other
vaccines take 5-10 years to be approved? Hesitant to take a vaccine that was approved "for emergency use. Hesitant to take a
vaccine that has obviously had ZERO testing for long term safety.

Those who are NOT hesitant are the ones that should be tested for mental competence.

Alice-the-dog

"

"

8 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

The virus was clearly rushed to market as well.  It’s obvious it isn’t working out as intended so they’ve rushed out the jabs before
everyone catches on to their agenda.  Rookie mistake.

bloostar

"

"

Reply!

3 days ago

Also rushing out the mutant strains.
anti-republocrat

"

"

4 days ago

COVID Vaccine Injury, You are on your own!

Countermeasures Injury Compensation Program (CICP) is administered within the Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS). It is much less generous than the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program (VICP or NVICP)

You have to file a claim with the (CICP) Within one year of vaccination, run by DHHS which is also sponsoring the COVID-19
vaccination program. DHHS therefore essentially acts as the judge, jury and defendant.

First, everyone involved with getting the vaccine to you has had their liability waived under the PREP Act …

Keep in mind that if your employer mandates the vaccine, they will not be liable for side effects.

According to the experts CNBC spoke to, “claims would be routed through worker’s compensation programs and treated as an
on-the-job injury.”

If you are injured by a pandemic vaccine, you cannot sue any of the parties involved in getting the vaccine to you.

CICP does not pay any of the costs associated with any claim, This means you’ll also be responsible for attorney fees and
expert witness fees.

BorraChoom
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8 Reply!

expert witness fees.

According to the CICP director, the maximum payout you can receive — even in cases of permanent disability or death — is
$250,000 per person; however, you’d have to exhaust your private insurance policy before the CICP gives you a dime.

CICP will only pay the difference between what your insurance covers and the total payout amount established for your case not
to exceed $250,000.

The CICP also has a one year statute of limitations, so you have to be quick. This has been very tough on claimants, because
most people are unaware the program exists, another big problem with claims for injuries from Covid vaccines:  nobody knows
exactly what the serious injuries are, nor how to identify them with certainty.
 
If you become injured after receiving a designated ‘countermeasure’ vaccine, do not anticipate that you will get help from the
government nor from the manufacturers.

Please inform yourself of the benefits and risks beforehand.

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/12/14/covid-19-vaccine-cicp.aspx

"The PREP Act and Covid-19: Limiting Liability for Medical Countermeasures"
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/LSB/LSB10443

 

"

"

9 Reply!

4 days ago

It's risky just researching this virus!

https://humansarefree.com/2020/12/growing-list-of-assassinations-of-covid-19-researchers.html

skizex

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

It's all stacked against the people. It all sounds nice until someone actually goes through it or gets information from
someone like you.

Thank You :-)

Have a Happy Holiday !!!!

LA_Goldbug

"

"

4 days ago

vs

Ain't that contradicting narratives?

The ones the vax pushed up on, aka essential workers such as nurses and non-essential people like Blacks and yet they got
non eligible people are opting to get it

F*k this bs PSYOP. None asked for it. 

africoman

Ms. Jenkins received the shot Dec. 15 in hopes of inspiring staff to get vaccinated. She's part of a
widespread effort by healthcare experts and community leaders to combat vaccine hesitancy among
Black Americans. About 35 percent of Black Americans said they probably or definitely would not
get the vaccine if it was determined to be safe by scientists and widely available for free, according
to a Kaiser Family Foundation study cited by CNN. 

The hospital received 5,850 doses of the vaccine, and it quickly became clear that not enough people
eligible for the vaccine, like staff who work directly with COVID-19 patients, were opting to get it,
...

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/12/14/covid-19-vaccine-cicp.aspx
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/LSB/LSB10443
https://humansarefree.com/2020/12/growing-list-of-assassinations-of-covid-19-researchers.html
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8 1 Reply!

F*k this bs PSYOP. None asked for it. 

"

"

8 Reply!

4 days ago

 

About 35 percent of Black Americans have heard about the Tuskegee Experiments.

FIFY

Hudis Muffakah

"About 35 percent of Black Americans said they probably or definitely would not get the vaccine if
it was determined to be safe by scientists and widely available for free..."

"

"

8 Reply!

4 days ago

Even medical workers don't want it.  Yet they still call it *misinformation*.

If those most qualified to judge the risk are saying no, we should all be doubley skeptical.

Frozen BlueScreen

"

"

8 2 Reply!

4 days ago

Ivermectin is literally proving to be essentially a cure at even the later stages of conronavirus.Why take chances on a experimental
vaccine? 

JosephJohnson

"

"
8 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Those medical nurses should be very afraid of this haphazard injection.  When elitist volunteer to take a shot - know one knows
for sure if it is the real vaccine in that syringe - are we all suppose to be unafraid and lineup to get the shot?  Do you really want
me to believe that the quack Fauci actually took the vaccine or was it an adjustable needle or a placebo instead of the real
serum?  Don't trust any elitist bureaucrat putting on a photo op to convince me!

manlius torquatus

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

https://leakreality.com/video/17173/empty-needle-used-at-vaccine-injection-at-umc-event

 

This is interesting and exactly what you were talking about.

cornflakesdisease

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Its safe to assume that whatever they promote or peddle is a crock of feces. act accordingly.
AlphaSnail

"

"

8 2 Reply!

4 days ago

I don't trust the annual flu shot.  Enough said.

Cheers!

Don Sunset

"

"

8 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Ain't nothing wrong with saying "That's ok, you first!"
GubbermintWorker

"

"

4 days ago

Trust is hard won and easily lost. When its gone, its gone!
curiousweb

https://leakreality.com/video/17173/empty-needle-used-at-vaccine-injection-at-umc-event
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8 Reply!

Trust is hard won and easily lost. When its gone, its gone!

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Indeed.
Swamp Snorkeler Steverino

"

"

8 Reply!

4 days ago

Should read: "Doctors are genuinely afraid of the vaccine." 

pro·le·tar·i·at

"People are genuinely afraid of the vaccine."

"

"

5 Reply!

4 days ago

And yet they will dish it out rather than cross the medical mafia. They should be ashamed. And held accountable. These are
Nuremburg crimes.

Yamaoka Tesshu

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

But, but muh career!
pro·le·tar·i·at

"

"
1 Reply!

4 days ago

I would guess that health care workers who are in lower paid positions are more likely to accept the vaccines than doctors
and people who are well informed and need to be up to date about what is happening in the medical world.

They know what can be done and where science leaps into the twilight zone, where theories and ideas are sold as rock solid
facts.

Griffin

"

"

8 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Gee, just because absenteeism is way up because those that have taken the shots are too sick to report to work? This is turning
into such a farce. This is not anti-vax as the left and globalists will have everyone believe.

It is simply common sense.

johngaltfla

"

"

8 Reply!

4 days ago

This is very heartening news. It makes no sense to vaccinate the healthy. 
wick7

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

And i think the communication (propaganda) has been quite poor. I’ve heard news oulets say the “vaccine” wont even
prevent you from getting covid or spreading covid, only lessen the symptoms and make it more surviveable. 

2thepeople

"

"

8 Reply!

4 days ago

Better off just eating an orange every day!
Rich Monk

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

nooooooo!
illegal_username

"

"

4 days agoIndelible Scars
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1 Reply!

4 days ago

Been eating Clementines. They have been dirt cheap for a couple months now.
Indelible Scars

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

...and take vitamin D please...
Gooner

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

I like curvy scurvy women
CovidFloozy

"

"

8 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Who knew people would be sceptical about aborted babies injection just for a Chinese cold virus.
MysterySheepdog

"

"

8 1 Reply!

4 days ago

The nurses are too busy making tiktoks to get the jab.
Pair Of Dimes Shift

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

They are injecting messenger RNA and NANO-PARTICLES (carrying WHAT?) directly into the blood system. This has nothing to
do with vaccines. Calling it 'vaccines' allows the drug companies to claim IMMUNITY FROM ACCOUNTABILITY ON SIDE
EFFECTS AND DEATHS. 

Worse still, what is the SOURCE of this tiny strand of mRNA genetic material since the CDC's own document reveals that
NO VIRUS WAS EVER IDENTIFIED LET ALONE ISOLATED OUT, PURIFIED THEN TESTED ACCORDING TO THE REQUIRED
SCIENTIFIC STANDARD TO IDENTIFY IT AS THE CAUSE OF ANYTHING. 

Was it from the monkey cells or the human lung cancer cells that were used as a BASE by the Wuhan Lab and other Labs in
their 'experiments'? 

FAUCI 'donated' mega-dollars TWICE over the last few years to the WUHAN LAB. Where did he get that money and for what
purpose? Was it the American taxpayers' money?

 

 

 

UselessEater

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

We’ll never know but once we allow this, there’s no stopping them for further forced rounds of jabs in future as the main
control system will be in place... Certification of virus ID, system est. 2019

bloostar

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/fraud/
cvp

"

"

Reply

3 days ago

Erin Olszewski has my deepest respect, but she is no hero.  She's just not one of the banal crowd so worried about their
jobs that they refuse to speak out.  Every single health care worker in this country should be screaming bloody murder. 
They all know the truth or should.  The 1300 workers at Howard should be screaming that their emperor is nude and stark
raving mad.

anti-republocrat

"

"

https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/fraud/
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Reply!"

"

Reply!

3 days ago

Of course it was taxpayer money, though perhaps it was laundered through UNC.  Not sure about that.  Anyway, nothing to
see here.  Move along, now.

anti-republocrat

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Vaxxed children are far less healthy than unvaxxed children. But if you do a study about it, the board of medicine will suspend
your license.

https://humansarefree.com/2020/12/study-vaccinated-children-significantly-less-healthy-than-unvaccinated.html

Watt Supremacissss

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

The medical mafia, the mega-wealthy tax-free foundations (controlled by the international money power/bankers) are
running the show. Why did the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation throw money at the WHO and at the BBC (te-LIE-vision
PROGRAMMING box)?

UselessEater

"

"

Reply!

3 days ago

The silver lining of this cloud is that more people are aware of such studies.  I was not an anti-vaxxer before March of this
year. 

anti-republocrat

"

"
7 Reply!

4 days ago

Let me see.... a vaccine rushed to market or a bug that has a 99%+ survival rate if I do get it...

Choices choices.....

Imxploring

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Plus immediate side effects that last a couple of days. FDS [F--- Dat Shi' ]
Bostwick9

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

People who trust are stupid and only mental deficient trust big pharma.
taglady

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago

We are supposed to listen to the scientists, the high priests of life and death.  We can trust them, right?  Surely they don't need
liability protection, right?  I think medical mistakes and prescription drug overdoses don't kill anyone any more.

 

MrBoompi

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

95% of all "research" is (((federal financed)))

 

atomic balm

"

"

4 days ago

Just read on Bill Gates foundation site.

New funder Anil Agarwal , an Indian.

wn

https://humansarefree.com/2020/12/study-vaccinated-children-significantly-less-healthy-than-unvaccinated.html
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7 Reply!

New funder Anil Agarwal , an Indian.

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

The Indian population under Modi have been used as main lab rats as an alternative lab rat population in Africa who are
WAKING UP and having genuine LEADERS not part of the Blood Cult satanists put in place by UK Bloodlines.

 

MoralsAreEssential

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago

The conflicts of interests of all the key players should be enough to scare everyone away, not even mentioning the dangers of
being their experiment. I hope this will become an opportunity for humanity at some point and that we can unlock ourselves from
the prison we have been complicit in building for (((them))).

Sid Finch

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

only Whites are smart enough to build such a prison. . .
atomic balm

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

In any other time in history, Genocide was a crime along with a potential act of war.  Now it's a worldly-fun thing to perform
on a Global stage.

pocomotion

"

"
7 Reply!

4 days ago

People of Color, politicians and Chosenites first, please! 

Tuskegee 2021! Water the roots! Make the Hollow Hoax Great Again! 

ZH FNG

"

"

7 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Fake vaccine for fake pandemic.....if health care workers aren’t taking maybe even some dim bulb Biden supporters will get a
clue. All you Biden supporters get ready for what you wished for you dip shits.

trumpsamerica

"

"

7 1 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Then the front line medical professionals need to finally rise up and help end the suppression of existing safe and effective 
prophylactic and early treatment protocols...

hence, no vaccine needed in the first place.

Cabreado

"

"

2 2 Reply!

4 days ago

According to reports Ivermectin is working wonders throughout the world.
JosephJohnson

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago

Deborah Birx QUITS because her feels got hurt after she was a lying hypocrite n stuff.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-55419954

Dr Deborah Birx: White House virus expert quits over holiday travel

27 minutes ago

Jim in MN

"

"

Jim in MN

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-55419954
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4 Reply!

4 days ago

Nice way to end your career.......well deserved.
Jim in MN

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

I keep telling ya'll.  These public health dictators are pansies.  Lob a couple of rotten eggs at them and they'll run away. 
They aren't used to dealing with personal consequences from their actions.

Faeriedust

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago

The media, big tech, and "authorities" have lied about covid, treatnents, and these vaccines. And they've blocked open
discussion of the same.

Why would people step right up under those circumstances?

Big Beauregard
"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

It is truly an IQ test.

Some people are just too stupid to live.

Templar X

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Correction: LOTS of people are too stupid to live.
Faeriedust

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

They say natural immunity after catching the China virus last anywhere from 6 mths to possibly years. The rona hasn't circulated
in the population long enough to be sure.

They say the vaxx gives immunity for longer than 3 mths. Of course the vaxx hasn't been circulated in the population long enough
to know, well, much of anything about it's effects.

Also, this is the first time mRNA has been used in humans in this way.

I'm gonna go with mother nature's years of natural selection fine tuning on this.

Besides I've never gotten a vaxx as an adult. Not gonna start now.

BeansBulletsBandaidsComms

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Yeah if I get genetically engineered I want to be able to shoot real fireballs out my arse or something cool like that /s
spacemonkey99

"

"

9 Reply!

4 days ago

Over 40,000 subjects have taken both versions...9 months ago.  There are no symptoms of zombie like behavior reported.
radical-extremist

"

"

5 Reply!

4 days ago

The vaxxes were ready right when the 'pandemic' hit?
StuffyourVAXX

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

I know. Right * +

BeansBulletsBandaidsComms

"

"

4 days agoRagaMuffin
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7 Reply!

How about that -  the Government after decades of trying, have found a way to give Blacks and Whites something they can agree
on and at Warp Speed    ; -)

"

"

2 Reply!

PREMIUM 4 days ago

Yeah, like 100% pure cocaine, fire if you will. 

BiancoPower

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago

The first batch is a placebo.  The following batches will cull the heard
Jack’s snowflake

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Is that what you herd?
liberty2day

"

"

Reply!

PREMIUM 4 days ago

I hear they are giving shots of Cortosteroid first few weeks so those taking it get euphoria similar to President Trump did
after his treatment. The followers will bite, hook line & sinker. 

BiancoPower

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago

It is beyond comical. All of these people have been up in arms about everyone having to wear masks and social distancing and
business closures, etc., but now these same people don't want to take the vaccine. 

CovidFloozy

"

"
2 Reply!

4 days ago

In the first situation, they're following orders from above.

In the second situation, they're following orders from themselves.

smacker

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

This is the biggest farce of all time
CovidFloozy

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Everything about this CovID virus is a farce and there's very little truth coming out.

Why would anybody believe political elites on vaccines when they are clearly obsessed with them and we see Gates
pontificating about his plan for "digital tattoos" while being a big funder of vaccine development and is in bed with the
likes of WEF, WHO, Fauci and various governments?

smacker

"

"

1 Reply!

PREMIUM 4 days ago

Yeah, we should turn that pressure right back on them and force 100% of them to take the shot.

But no, we aren't rude & vindictive like them

BiancoPower

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago

COVID carries little risk....the average Joe does not need this thing.  It's only those in danger. 
JLee2027

"

"

4 days agoBugMan
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7 Reply!

Meaning the odds of the average person (unvaccinated) in this study cohort being hospitalized is 1/17,511 or 0.006
percent. The odds of such a person developing mild COVID, simply cold or flu symptoms, is 162/17,511 or 0.9 percent.

These are the odds of the average person coming down with COVID and are quite low. Is this worth shutting down
large swaths of the economy for? Have we ever done that for season flu?

COVID Vaccines – A Deeper Dive into the Data - American Thinker
 

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

No. No.

NoMasIlegales

Is this worth shutting down large swaths of the economy for? Have we ever done that for season
flu?

"

"

2 1 Reply!

4 days ago

That's the thing. Elderly people probably have a positive risk-reward with this vax. Others, not so much.
Nona Yobiznes

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

The risk is if you don't take it, what that risk is hasn't been revealed yet but why would they develop non lethal virus from the
common cold? nobody dies of a cold but they sure do spread like a cold, the reason is they want to have a pandemic to
instill fear, to give them emergency powers to force social change, a agenda that they have developed that icludes the EU,
China and now they have control of the US it is time to strike quickly before people figure out whats going on.

UncleHimey

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago

There is zero chance that Biden and Pelosi didn't take a saline shot on TV. 
PigMan

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

And don't forget McConnell.  Funny how all of these old congress critters never seem to catch or die from this virus!
fanbeav

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago

quarantine all those who get the vaccine indefinitely  
Itchy and Scratchy

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Where's the put on a mask and shut up crowd?

You take it!

Quick, before you die!!!!!!!!!!!.

ponchoramic

"

"

7 2 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Undercover video of first person vaccinated leaked by Project Veritas

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=osIs7vhBGRY&feature=youtu.be

Son of Loki

"

"

4 days agofzrkid

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/12/covid_vaccines__a_deeper_dive_into_the_data.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=osIs7vhBGRY&feature=youtu.be
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7 1 Reply!

4 days ago

anyone see the fauci video?

https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/12/22/fauci-vaccinated-against-coronavirus-azar-newday-vpx.cnn

 

Nice the nurse is standing in front of the shot. It looks a very big syrings for a micro dose and looks like the plunger never
bottomed out.. Saline maybe... And why would he be flexing his arm. Inter muscular shot is much less painfull if you relax. But he
is Americas DR. he must know best.

fzrkid

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Daily B12 shot.
I Write Code

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

As the cnn anchor said: It was amazing to watch.

Ha Ha Ha Ha!!!!!!

Cheddar

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago

Just take the jab. Fauci & Pence did. I completely trust them¨!
NIRP-BTFD

"

"

4 days ago

Kary Mullis, inventor of the PCR "test" (sic) and (Nobel Explosives) Chemistry Prize winner (1993), despised goodfella
Tony "da Fist" Fauci (the quintessential Dr. Faustus) and his Robert Gallo CDC “AIDS” scam that got going back in the day
when your penis was literally a cocked and loaded weapon primed to wipe out half of humanity, unless you are some kind
of super spreading (no pun) AC\DC transgender mutant retard multi sphincter mass extinction event that is.....then all
bets are off.

https://newspunch.com/10-scientific-reasons-why-hiv-cannot-cause-aids-the-aids-hoax/

 

By Peter Duesberg

https://www.amazon.com/Inventing-AIDS-Virus-Peter-Duesberg/dp/0895264706

The 40 year long "no more orgasms" CDC & Doc Tony the Fist Fauci AID$ scamdemic (still ongoing) wasn't enough to
stop the useless eaters from continuing to breed; so voila the all new bag of puss oozing abnormal where YOU are the
disease and their covaids death jab is the "cure". Pure genius!

Opportune indeed for the Satanic pedovores and globo elitist filth that Kary Mullis conveniently died in August 2019
before this cov ID 1984 Satanic Reset agenda spawned and unleashed the living dead on humanity at Event 201.

https://archive.org/details/og-event201

 

Onward to Ouchwitz with Dr Faux Xi, the Wuflu NAZI.

 

Kary Mullis exposes Tony "da Fist" Fauci

Fireman

"We know that to err is human, but the HIV/AIDS hypothesis is one hell of a mistake. I say this
rather strongly as a warning. Duesberg has been saying it for a long time. Read this book. --Kary
B. Mullis, Nobel Prize in Chemistry, 1993"

"Inventing the AIDS Virus", 1996 Peter Duesberg

https://www.cnn.com/videos/health/2020/12/22/fauci-vaccinated-against-coronavirus-azar-newday-vpx.cnn
https://newspunch.com/10-scientific-reasons-why-hiv-cannot-cause-aids-the-aids-hoax/
https://www.amazon.com/Inventing-AIDS-Virus-Peter-Duesberg/dp/0895264706
https://archive.org/details/og-event201
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6 Reply!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6sCudeYU7p0&ab_channel=TruthHertz

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kcMDCJj1o80&ab_channel=keithbrock

 

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago

To follow up...look how easily they can control the world, there isn’t even a ‘virus’, they just put the idea in your head.
There are no 'viruses', it's a fabrication to control you, obvious. It's working.

The Virus Misconception – Dr. Stefan Lanka 

wissenschafftplus-the-virus-misconception-part-1.pdf 

wissenschafftplus-the-virus-misconception-part-2.pdf

Taken together, Dr Lanka's writings and the below books explain how there are no ‘viruses’ and that the causes of influenza,
colds and other diseases are not contagious and not of ‘viral’ etiology. They explain how they have never isolated any ‘virus’
etc., and its bc they do not exist.

’Goodbye Germ Theory’

’What Really Makes You Ill’

’Bechamp or Pasteur’

’Virus Mania’

’The Invisible Rainbow’

’The Contagion Myth’ by Dr Cowan and Sally Morell, banned on Amazon

https://www.westonaprice.org/health-topics/notes-from-yesteryear/germ-theory-versus-terrain-the-wrong-side-won-the-
day/

And a logical theory:

https://fitzinfo.net/2020/08/29/growing-evidence-covid-19-symptoms-a-result-of-5g-wireless-exposure/

Thousands of scientific publications showing electromagnetic radiation from cell towers/WiFi/routers/tablets/iPads/routers
etc. causes cancer/tumors in humans and affects cells, insects and animals negatively, to put it mildly.

https://bioinitiative.org/

Finally, 2 studies from 1919 showing they know what is going on, and it ain’t a ‘virus’:

https://zenodo.org/record/1505669#.X8_YINhKiUl

https://www.nejm.org/doi/pdf/10.1056/NEJM191912111812401

Enjoy!

squib

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

Thank you sir!

This is the reason I'm still reading articles on zh.

Sokhmate

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

Lots of healthcare providers just don't see COVID as a big enough threat to themselves personally to risk a new technology,
rushed to market vaccine. Especially true if they are under 50yo and relatively healthy, which most are.  For those who get it, the
second inoculation will be a b*tch.

marysimmons

"

"

4 days ago

They are INSIDE the system, so they SEE the Reality of this bullshit.
LA_Goldbug

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6sCudeYU7p0&ab_channel=TruthHertz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kcMDCJj1o80&ab_channel=keithbrock
http://wissenschafftplus.de/uploads/article/wissenschafftplus-the-virus-misconception-part-1.pdf
http://wissenschafftplus.de/uploads/article/wissenschafftplus-the-virus-misconception-part-2.pdf
https://www.westonaprice.org/health-topics/notes-from-yesteryear/germ-theory-versus-terrain-the-wrong-side-won-the-day/
https://fitzinfo.net/2020/08/29/growing-evidence-covid-19-symptoms-a-result-of-5g-wireless-exposure/
https://bioinitiative.org/
https://zenodo.org/record/1505669%23.X8_YINhKiUl
https://www.nejm.org/doi/pdf/10.1056/NEJM191912111812401
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They are INSIDE the system, so they SEE the Reality of this bullshit.

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

Tuskegee anyone?

And Melinda Gates EUGENICIST says they want blacks vaccinated most. Im sure it's not a real source of comfort when some rich
white bitch is pimping for your people to get vaxxed and HARD too..

Black people are smarter about these poisonous vax than the wealthy liberal white Karen's lining up for it. 

CatInTheHat

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Yes they are. They are generally more spiritual, making them much less fearful than libs.
Sid Finch

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

If the vaccine is poison, we're dead one way or the other.

So it doesn't matter.

darkstar7646

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

Covid Corrupted and Dirty Data

Since they admitted the PCR tests were “faulty” and emitting false positives, and there’s no reason to believe the antibody tests
are any good either,

it is expected the “scientists” will do the following:

—> revise down the total covid death numbers

—> revise down the total covid infections

—> stop peddling the completely useless anyway “positivity rate”

—> end the mandates for masks, distancing, and lockdowns, since there is literally NO data to support these mandates
—> STOP USING THE TESTS

How many “Covid” patients have been executed, i mean died while on ventilators??

uh oh....

PyrrhicVictory

"

"

4 days ago

"all this mistrust and misinformation Dr. Martinez said" - ROTFLMAO. NO. YOU AND YOUR LIES ARE THE REASON.

Countering the Second Wave with Facts, not Misconceptions

By: Udi Qimron, Uri Gavish, Eyal Shahar, Michael Levitt

https://www.dropbox.com/s/72hi9jfcqfct1n9/Haaretz-20Jul20_ENGLISH%2012082020%20v3.pdf?dl=0

Some highlights for you:

Pre-immunity. No country has got more than 20% infected before it died out. 

In several closed communities that underwent testing, the infection rate was always capped at 20%, which statistically aligns with
maximal infection rate in these communities rather than recurring coincidences. 

In Sweden the infection rate did not exceed 20% and the percentage of people who survived the epidemic exceeds 99.9% of the
population. 

In Belgium, the country with the highest population mortality rate, where less than 20% were infected, and more than 99.9% of
the population has survived. 

TRM

https://www.dropbox.com/s/72hi9jfcqfct1n9/Haaretz-20Jul20_ENGLISH%2012082020%20v3.pdf?dl=0
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the population has survived. 

Immediate removal of most restrictions on the economy, immediate return to normal life of low-risk population while helping high-
risk groups reduce the rate of social contacts is in order.
 

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

Why would I experiment with a vaccine when I have a silky cotton mask?  My mouth diaper protects me and keeps me safe, even
when I'm alone in my Prius.  Did Dr. Martinez say something about misinformation? Why on Earth would a nurse or a doctor even
need a vaccine? I'm fairly certain they always wear their masks.

ColoQ

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

List of Covid Cult Vaxx Lunatics:

> Pro-Vaxxers

> Vaxx-Pushers

> Vaxx-Fanatics

> Vaxx-Sympathizers

> Zombie-Vaxxers

> Vaxx-Junkies

Keep Alert. You can see it in their eyes.

 

PyrrhicVictory

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

Rise of the Scientism Cult Religion

—> “real” data may only be used if it supports the Liberal Agenda (in this case poisonous vaccines)

—> fake and rigged data may be used to advance the Liberal Agenda

—> ridiculous and meaningless statistics, like the positivity rate, may be used to advance the Liberal Agenda

—> fear and intimidation tactics, along with false allegations against “skeptics”, may be used to advance the Liberal Agenda

PyrrhicVictory

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Calling it a "liberal agenda" is too generous.

It's really a Fascist/Marxist agenda: The Fourth Reich. See WEF and Klaus Schwab.

The CovID-19 medical tyranny is just the starter pack (trojan horse) to get it started.

smacker

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

Step 1: Stop calling it a vaccine.  IT IS NOT A VACCINE.  IT'S HUMAN EXPERIMENTATION.  
Lore

"

"

4 days ago

Exclusive Interview With L. Lin Wood

"I wouldn't take anything Bill Gates is associated with."

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OHtdA3Wj6vc

Son of Loki

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OHtdA3Wj6vc
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"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

Big pharma indemnified from legal claims is all you need to know to stay clear from the vaccine. They can profit handsomely from
sales, but are protected from financial reparations for any harm caused........stinks to high heaven. Either put out a safe and
effective product and stand behind it or be held accountable with financial penalties for not doing so.

PumpkinEater

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

As Lin Wood says, they scared Americans so they could rush thru this Multi-Billion vaccine handout to Big Pharma.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OHtdA3Wj6vc

Son of Loki

"

"

6 2 Reply!

4 days ago

Covid-19 Vax Protocol: 

SHOT #1 - weakens the blood brain barrier in the arteries in the brain. Will also include the dna-altering FUNVAX (the demons)

SHOT #2 - nano bot payload seeps through  weakened blood brain barrier

NOTE: power source of the nanobots is 5g radiation (from towers, satellites, devices, assorted DEWs, kinda like Tesla’s water
tower)

RESULT: Dropping Dead from Induced Aneurysm (Demo in Wuhan January 2020)

OBSERVE: Deaths from the covid vaxx will be labeled as covid deaths, so sayeth the cdc:

——————

“CDC Recommends Deaths From Covid Vax Be Recorded as Covid Related Deaths

The CDC is guiding US medical examiners to list Covid as the cause of death when a person dies from the Covid vaccine in a
new recommendation issued this week. A spokesperson with the health organization stated that this is to keep consistency with
reporting that every death is Covid related. Experts are worried that Americans aren’t taking the virus seriously and more reported
deaths will encourage people to trust the science and take the vaccine.”

https://mostreliablestsources.wordpress.com/2020/12/10/cdc-recommends-deaths-from-covid-vax-be-recorded-as-covid-
related-deaths/

 

PyrrhicVictory

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

oh no, is this clown serious?
therealphysicist

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Stick to being wrong about housing prices as the Big Failed Bastard  )  )  ) 
Fart Vandelay

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

fartie you prefer on being  stuck......oops
therealphysicist

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Stick to being wrong about housing prices as the Big Failed Bastard  )  )  ) 
Fart Vandelay

"

"

4 days ago

therealFartie is another of BFB's gay personas Stick to being wrong about housing prices as the Big Failed
Bastard  )  )  ) 

therealphysicist

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OHtdA3Wj6vc
https://mostreliablestsources.wordpress.com/2020/12/10/cdc-recommends-deaths-from-covid-vax-be-recorded-as-covid-related-deaths/
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Bastard  )  )  ) 

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

I will get the jab. I never wanted children anyway
NIRP-BTFD

"

"

6 2 Reply!

4 days ago

I’ll give that nurse a hot beef injection.  
Krinkle Sach

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Get in line, cracka!!
AlphaSnail

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

Can't wait for CNN to label all these medical professionals as science deniers. 
George Bayou

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

The revolution against the "reset" is starting....
runningman18

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Well fnckit it better go hot soon. Im running on empty.
AlphaSnail

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

We had some of the Pfizzer vaccine go bad because they could not find any takers. It has a 5 hour shelf life. The hospital had
appointments for employees to take the shot but the employees cancelled. The hospital claimed if there was a cancellation
that that shot slot could easily be filled by other hospital employees but people are wary of taking the shot.

robertocarlost

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

You're suggesting that if they were fresh and cold, they'd be safer? That's funny!
NumbNuts

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

"Post-Transfection Incubation Time" Google it while you can.

 Thats the couple days it takes for your cells to permanently adjust to the new mRNA transfected into your DNA.  No big deal /s

spacemonkey99

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Transfected into your cells (to travel to the nucleus in vesicles, like an ECV or exosome, but inside the cell) and carry the
message to your DNA for transcription to be translated into a protein, the ‘spike’ protein from the ‘coronavirus’. Once the
spike protein is made and excreted, different cells will encounter them and create antibodies. These antibodies are
supposedly going to give you immunity to the ‘coronavirus’.

That’s how I understood it. I’d stay away from that shht, it’s scary.

squib

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

So far, thats the theory..
AlphaSnail

"

"
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"

6 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

 "Too much mistrust"  implies that it is merely paranoid suspicions.

 Actually,  Pfizer only tested for a correlation between its vaccine and the unreliable pcr test.

The reported result in negative pcr tests between a placebo and the vaccine in the two tested groups was (read carefully)

placebo 99.992636 %    vs.  vaccine 99.999636 %

 

Untested was whether vaccine actually  protects anyone from actually becoming ill with COVID,

or prevents one from  spreading coronavirus.

And that's unproven doubly so over any subsequent time period.

 

There is also some doubt whether the two groups tested by Pfizer could actually have been held constant as to exposure to the
virus, since even a minor difference in exposure could have significantly affected the reported results.

Moreover, the very frail aged who reportedly almost exclusively suffer from COVID were not tested.

https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/5-burning-questions-about-new-covid-vaccine

rwe2late

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Extremely significant points.
BeansBulletsBandaidsComms

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

Yes.  Take a vaccine and all the risks of side effects to improve your health outcome by 00.007 %.

Everyone should reject based on ridiculous risk / benefit factor.

thezone

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

The survival rates if infected with Covid 19:

0-19: 99.997%
20-49: 99.98%
50-69: 99.5%

Only sheeple need the vaccine.

Swamp Snorkeler Steverino

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

I took it ! 
 

It wasn’t that baaaaaaaaaaaad! 

Itchy and Scratchy

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

Just shut up and take your death serum, if you want to keep your job!
JMRPete

"

"

4 days ago

For the first time in the history of vaccinations, the so-called last generation mRNA vaccines intervene directly in the genetic
material of the patient and  therefore alter the individual genetic material, which represents the genetic manipulation, something

Demystified

https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/5-burning-questions-about-new-covid-vaccine
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material of the patient and  therefore alter the individual genetic material, which represents the genetic manipulation, something
that was already forbidden and until now was considered criminal. 

After an unprecedented mRNA vaccine, you will no longer be able to treat the vaccine symptoms in a complementary way. You
will have to live with the consequences, because they can no longer be cured simply by removing toxins from the human body,
just as a person with a genetic defect like Down syndrome, because the damage  caused  by  the  vaccination will be genetically
irreversible.

 

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

I had a terrible reaction that lasted YEARS from the DDP and Tetanus shot along with the Hepatitis one.  They basically
forced me to get it at the hospital because I was working there--NOT CLINICAL worker, a support job.  No patient or doctor
contact.

For years later my skin burned like sunburn and got dry QUICKLY.  It was debilitating.  And thats just a "regular," vaccine. 

HELL NO to the biopoison gene-altering junk.

WorkingClassMan

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

My uncle got the DTP vaccine and had a massive autoimmune response like yours all over his body. He looked like he
was baked in an oven and couldn't even wear pants.

He continues to get breakouts of this. 

adr

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

me too brother.  Its a LOT better than it used to be years ago, but I still get flare ups from time to time.  Though less
than originally.  

And how can a working class stiff "prove" the DDR poison did that to him?  He can't. 

A real shame.  They won't force this on me.

WorkingClassMan

"

"

4 days ago (Edited)

Some 28 people have died from covid in Iceland.

30-39   1

60-69   3

70-79   4

80-89  14

90+      6

All who have died except one, a Australian tourists who was the first victim, were older than 60, and had underlying conditions.

Many of those deaths are related to a quarantine incident that came up in one hospital.

I would not be surprised if we are getting fewer deaths among the elderly than same time last year, because everyone is being so
careful.

That could lead to a drop in deaths from pneumonia, as has actually happened.

People don't die from old age, there is always something that people die from, like cancer, pneumonia, heart conditions, or
something like that.

It would be interesting to see how covid is influencing the numbers.

Maybe deaths are being registered as covid deaths if the virus is detected in the patient at the time of death, even if the person in
question has been suffering from cancer or some other serious condition.

Griffin
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https://www.covid.is/data

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

Medicine going the way of fake media and Big Tech! 
Itchy and Scratchy

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

Same creators and current owners.
Electro Static

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

Years ago, the Feds learned they could obscure the truth about secret aircraft tests they conducted, by giving fuel to alien UFO
theories, even staging leaks, and the Roswell incident.  Having people talk about aliens was a perfect distraction, that led
nowhere.

Today, you have an untested vaccine, using an untested vaccine technology, for a harmless virus.  So naturally, people are
reluctant to be guinea pigs.  I'd rather get Covid, and maybe I've already had it.  And of all the valid objections you can make
against it, those are less sexy than the ones that are really "out there."  It will change your DNA (unlikely).  It will make you sterile
(low probability - maybe 1 in a million).  It will turn you into a zombie.  And on.  Perfect misinformation - people protest about that,
and medical officials decide people are idiots, and objections to the vaccine are stupid.  Mission accomplished, from a
propaganda perspective. 

You still have an untested vaccine against a harmless virus.  But now, it becomes a battle to overcome "ignorance," which makes
technocrats drool.

SuperareDolo

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Every scenario you mentioned might end up to be true. We just don’t know.
BoiledFrogs

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

Pharmaceutical companies experiment on humans all the time. This is no different. 
You_Cant_Quit_Me

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago

That's why they call it practicing medicine.

I still rather have them practice than die.

d_7878

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Are you dying?
captain noob

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

If you are under 65 your chance of dying of Wuhan are 1 in 300,000.

You are more likely to die in a car accident on the way to the hospital than dying of Rona.

What other lethal disease has a 99.7% recovery rate

BinAnunnaki

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

why is needed an expert on brain machine interface to head Covid task force ??
Pandelis

"

"

https://www.covid.is/data
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4 days ago (Edited)

They already are hacking. Awhile back I started having odd, out of character dreams. Many of these include pictures of
stranger's faces flipping one after another. Several months later, I heard a woman, who called into a radio show, describe the
exact same type of dream. I now wake myself up as soon as the face flipping begins. It's almost always around 6-7 am.

daveO

"

"

5 Reply!

4 days ago

All human brains are transmitter/receivers. Efficiency varies by genetics.

It seems as if someone really is sending messages, but it could be explained as a normal reaction to mass media-fed
stimuli that seeps into our thoughts causing similar responses.

Worth observing...

Lee Harvey

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Thank you Lord that most of them are using their heads for more than a hat rack!!!

Bill Gates smirked when he warned of the mutation coming this winter in this 42 second video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZmP6_gy-MIE&feature=youtu.be

If you think science has not reached the point where they understand how your genome works please watch this 3
minute video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YdjERhTczAs

Please watch this 2 minute video where Bill Gates himself explains his plans for your genome made up of your DNA
and RNA:

Bill Gates - the vaccine will alter our RNA & DNA with Nanotechnology p_cmsid=2494279

Bill Gates in this 2 minute video hints that Moderna(modern ~ RNA) will be the likely producer of this vaccine which will
require more than one vaccine to get you "cured":

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9abpjSrQxAw

As they distract you with civil unrest, rumors of war, election chaos, and arguing over the relevance of face masks; they
plan on beginning the process of changing your genome so you can be uploaded to the cloud called the world wide
WEB:

https://visionlaunch.com/dr-carrie-madej-an-urgent-wake-up-call-about-new-covid-19-vaccine/

The governments of the world will make this vaccine voluntary by next year and allow the corporations to begin
shutting the doors on who can access their businesses to buy or sell if your not "vaccinated".

"C.O.V.ID"=Certificate Of Vaccine ID!

The economic destruction coming from all this FED stimulus along with a second wave of “covid” lock downs
combined with the civil unrest from all the lies the media are spinning out of this contested election will usher in the last
8 years that looks as though it will commence on or about the 20th anniversary of 9/11:

https://sumofthyword.com/2016/10/04/the-rapture-of-the-church-is-after-the-tribulation/

Reconciled
"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

I've thought something along that line, too. Possibly subliminal faces being sent via DGTV. It's the timing of these
dreams that is quite consistent.

daveO

"

"

5 Reply!

4 days ago

Restore accountability in the civil court system for vaccine damage.  
Weirdly

"

"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZmP6_gy-MIE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YdjERhTczAs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9BWHHxJuuUM&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9abpjSrQxAw
https://visionlaunch.com/dr-carrie-madej-an-urgent-wake-up-call-about-new-covid-19-vaccine/
http://c.o.v.id/
https://sumofthyword.com/2016/10/04/the-rapture-of-the-church-is-after-the-tribulation/
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4 days ago

The pharmaceutical companies manufacturing and selling vaccines are TOTALLY EXEMPT from any comebacks. So 'due
diligence' goes out the window and greed comes in.

The governments ie the Taxpayer, have to cough up. There is a SECRET (censored) court system to hear vaccine damaged
cases. Why SECRET?

UselessEater

"

"

Reply!

3 days ago

Hey, what could go wrong?
anti-republocrat

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Civil courts are legalized theft
zeropjbaggot

"

"

5 Reply!

4 days ago

That's the price of Scientism. Now eat what you have baked.

And it's only going to get worse. Keep using Science as your political hobby horse.

XanII

"

"

5 Reply!

4 days ago

I'm guessing heroes don't work here anymore?
Peterman333

"

"
5 Reply!

4 days ago

Vaccinated with (saline solution) Biden Says “Darkest Days” Of COVID Fight “Ahead of Us”

https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1341473535693303808

Corn Popp

"

"

5 Reply!

4 days ago

Corn Popp, you should have beat his ass when you had the chance.
Sid Finch

"

"

5 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Why the mistrust, could it be because it's the mainstream media and left wing politicians who tell us it's safe?

This would be the same MSM and politicians who tell us Biden won the election, Islam is the religion of peace, that global
warming is a real threat, everything Feminism says is true, that Saddam Hussein had WMD's,  Epstein Killed himself, Trumps a
Russian Agent, there are more than 2 genders, and anyone who says otherwise is a far right Nazi tin foil hat wearing conspiracy
nut.  

CriswellSpeaks

"

"

5 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

God bless them. Black, white, brown, gay, straight, red and blue, we should all be coming together to fight the billionaire poison
pushing peddling sociopathic software engineer in control of healthcare.

"

"

4 days ago (Edited)

Is Tiffany Dover, the nurse who collapsed to the floor after taking the COVID-19 'vaccine', still alive?

There are stories, rumors, etc., all over the internet claiming she is dead, presumptively killed by the COVID-19 'vaccine'.

https://www.google.com/search?client=opera&q=Is+Tiffany+Dover+still+alive%3F&sourceid=opera&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8

Templar X

https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1341473535693303808
https://www.google.com/search?client=opera&q=Is+Tiffany+Dover+still+alive?&sourceid=opera&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8
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https://www.google.com/search?client=opera&q=Is+Tiffany+Dover+still+alive%3F&sourceid=opera&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

I think she is dead.

The stupid press article from AP said 1) she is at home with her family to recover and that she want to have her peace so
she dosn't wants to be disturbed,     and at the same time, the hospital said, with a dubious photo as "proof", she is actively
working.

What now?

And why is her Facebook account suddenly completely deleted? You will be lead to another site, when searching her in
Facebook. When someone faints and recovers, why delete the facebook-account?

This is a site who follows her story (with updates, german):   https://www.mimikama.at/aktuelles/corona-impfung-
krankenschwester-wird-vor-laufender-kamera-ohnmaechtig/  

DaVinciCode

"

"

5 Reply!

4 days ago

"People are genuinely afraid of the vaccine."  Imagine that.
dogbert8

"

"
5 Reply!

4 days ago

In a 2018 study, mRNA vaccines caused blood clots. 

How can that be safe for the seniors who "need" the vaccine when heart disease is endemic in that population?  Blood clots kill.

https://europepmc.org/article/PMC/5906799

"Extracellular naked RNA has been shown to increase the permeability of tightly packed endothelial cells and may thus contribute
to oedema169. Another study showed that extracellular RNA promoted blood coagulation and pathological thrombus
formation170. Safety will therefore need continued evaluation as different mRNA modalities and delivery systems are utilized for
the first time in humans and are tested in larger patient populations."

Entertaining1

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

To depopulate - its called MURDER. Protect our elderly from these phsychopathic despots who have a god-complex to rule
the world.

UselessEater

"

"

5 Reply!

4 days ago

Yesterday, I went to my family's weekly get-together Sunday lunch. Of course the vaccine discussion eventually rolled around in
the conversation. (A little background, several of my relatives are in the health care business, all of which, are flaming liberals).
When asked if they're getting the shot, every single one of them said, Hell No. 

 

I was shocked. Leading up to this, when the vaccine was being developed, all of them were 100% for it, and couldn't wait to get
it. Now, complete reversal. Something is up, and word is getting around.

Rusty Shorts

"

"

1 6 Reply!

4 days ago

They will take it as will you. Matter of time. When your employer, doctor, dentist etc. require it, you are done.
Fart Vandelay

"

"

3 2 Reply!

4 days ago

sure thing cupcake
therealphysicist

"

"

4 days agoFart Vandelay

https://www.google.com/search?client=opera&q=Is+Tiffany+Dover+still+alive?&sourceid=opera&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8
https://www.mimikama.at/aktuelles/corona-impfung-krankenschwester-wird-vor-laufender-kamera-ohnmaechtig/
https://europepmc.org/article/PMC/5906799
https://europepmc.org/article/PMC/5906799%23R169
https://europepmc.org/article/PMC/5906799%23R170
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1 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Don't worry. You will get yours rectally, just the way you LOVE it.
Fart Vandelay

"

"

1 1 Reply!

4 days ago

fartie you're obsessed , your boyfriend must have left you.......too funny
therealphysicist

"

"

4 days ago

Stick to being wrong about housing prices as the Big Failed Bastard  )  )  ) 
Fart Vandelay

"

"

1

4 days ago

on no fartie, keep pumpin
therealphysicist

"

"

1 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Really stinky? You're hyperbolic bleat is sheeple like.
Swamp Snorkeler Steverino

"

"

5 Reply!

PREMIUM 4 days ago (Edited)

when covax becomes a requirement you will see a massive blackmarket for doctors willing to document that you took
both jabs of the doses

DontFollowMyAdviceImaDummy

"

"
2 Reply!

4 days ago

Bingo.
Swamp Snorkeler Steverino

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

But the chip inside you won't lie cupcake  ) 
Fart Vandelay

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

fartie the chip on your shoulder is hysterical
therealphysicist

"

"

4 days ago

Stick to being wrong about housing prices as the Big Failed Bastard  )  )  ) 
Fart Vandelay

"

"

4 days ago

fartie the chip on your shoulder is hysterical
therealphysicist

"

"

6 Reply!

PREMIUM 4 days ago

The flaming liberals here in Boston are running over each other to get injected!!

sparky139

"

"

7 Reply!

4 days ago

Good!  If anybody deserves to have Big Pharma's toxic enema jammed up their ass, it's them.
Nimadan

"

"
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2 Reply!

4 days ago

Is that why you dropped your pants and bent over? Oh, you mean the vax  )  ) 
Fart Vandelay

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

fartie is that what your moms do to you each night?
therealphysicist

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Stick to being wrong about housing prices as the Big Failed Bastard  )  )  ) 
Fart Vandelay

"

"

4 days ago

fartie so it's you, who else would use the gay emojis.....oops
therealphysicist

"

"

5 2 Reply!

4 days ago

What, no article on Trump pardoning Black Water mercenaries who murdered Iraqi civilians?

 

But I thought Trump fought "globalists", how is this possible Trump supporting scumbags?

AHBL

"

"

3 4 Reply!

4 days ago

Or his pardons to GOPers who engaged in securities fraud...i thought he wanted to drain the swamp?

 

What a depraved amoral scumbag the Donald turned out to be huh?

AHBL

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

He is the fkng swamp. What about Assange and Snowden?
Fart Vandelay

"

"

1 2 Reply!

4 days ago

oh no fartie the illiterate clown is on the air
therealphysicist

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

He is never pardoning either.

 

He will give Bin Salman immunity for Koshagghi's murder before he does that.

 

Trump is a piece.of.shit.

AHBL

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

posting to yourself is as far as you'll get with your clown narrative
therealphysicist

"

"

4 days ago

I posted facts, you lackey piece of c ra p. Either address my comment, block me, or better yet get out of my face, you
silly little chump

AHBL
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Reply!"

"

2 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Another confab of troll turds wallowing in the bowl waiting to be flushed.
Swamp Snorkeler Steverino

"

"

1 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Hang on as sh ole, are you saying he didn't pardon all those folks or are you saying it's okay he did?

 

Servile weasel

AHBL

"

"

5 Reply!

4 days ago

People in the medical profession know how screwed up the entire system is and are acting accordingly. 
George Bayou

"

"

2 1 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Same goes for politicians
Noktirnal

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Politicians are, quite often, sociopaths and psychopaths.

Sociopath - person with a personality disorder manifesting itself in extreme antisocial attitudes and behavior and a lack
of conscience.

Psychopathy - Socially, psychopathy expresses extensive callous and manipulative self-serving behaviors with no regard
for others, and often is associated with repeated delinquency, crime and violence. Mentally, impairments in processes
related to affect and cognition, particularly socially related mental processes, have been found in those with the disorder.
Developmentally, symptoms of psychopathy have been identified in young children with conduct disorder, and is
suggestive of at least a partial constitutional factor that influences its development.[33]

https://www.webmd.com/mental-health/features/sociopath-psychopath-difference#1

Templar X

In movies and TV shows, psychopaths and sociopaths are usually the villains who kill or
torture innocent people. In real life, some people with antisocial personality disorder can
be violent, but most are not. Instead they use manipulation and reckless behavior to get
what they want.

“At worst, they’re cold, calculating killers,” Kipnis says. Others, he says, are skilled at
climbing their way up the corporate ladder, even if they have to hurt someone to get there.

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Yeah, obviously.
Noktirnal

"

"

5 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

How many will end up with neuromuscular degenerative disorders and non-benign tumors after taking this concoction, say about
few months down the road? I don't blame the medics for turning this down, I would too.

RealMedic

"

"

4 days ago

"vaccine hesitancy"

This term needs to die. As if it's abnormal to distrust have something that bill Gates is orgasming over shot into us.

StuffyourVAXX

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Affect_(psychology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conduct_disorder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychopathy%23cite_note-:0-33
https://www.webmd.com/mental-health/features/sociopath-psychopath-difference%231
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5 Reply!"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Agree 100%
OverTheUnder

"

"

5 Reply!

PREMIUM 4 days ago

What ever happened to the nurse that fainted???

Poke33

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

I believe her Youtube page hasn't been heard from since the "injection".
pedro-the-cat

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Well she'll never need to worry about Covid again...and nothing else for eternity.

I should not joke about such things but its not looking good.  No communication from her at all. 

Just the hospital saying she is fine and posting a video of the nurse recorded the day she got the vaccine 

spacemonkey99

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Link?
Laughing Sawfish

"

"
1 Reply!

4 days ago

@CHI_memorial on Twitter.  Just nothing from her.
spacemonkey99

"

"

5 Reply!

4 days ago

I'd rather have a big bowl of bat soup.
Joe Rockhead

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Id rather bat a big bowl. but thats just me.
AlphaSnail

"

"

5 Reply!

4 days ago

Bible says it all ends in flames.

 

One can now see why.  Evil will just not LEAVE . HUMANITY . ALONE

liberty2day

"

"

5 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Not sure about all the DNA end times stuff of this vax, but historically it is wise to not be the first one in line on any new med.  I
would never take it if under 30.  Maybe eventually if 30-50.  Probably if between 50-70.  Worth the risk if over 70.  

UpTo11

"

"

13 Reply!

4 days ago

I'm 60 and no way in hell am I taking it.
Blano

"

"

4 days agoBigCumulusClouds
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1 Reply!

4 days ago

Why does age make a difference?  Are you thinking you’ve got less time to deal with the side effects?
BigCumulusClouds

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Especially when "normal" FDA drug trials take 5-10 years and that's only after years of R&D.  Patents offer 19 years and
most new drugs only get 4-5 years of actual revenue-generating patent protection for this reason!

JSG

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

I may agree except the risk is about the same IMO. 70 is a good age for a lot of people.
Indelible Scars

"

"

5 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Covid FAKE is no more deadly than the seasonal Flu, time ti EXPOSE the fraud and start arresting these ..people. 
Formally Bill Or Rights

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

“ Look Bart, a crazy person. “
Linguo

"

"

5 2 Reply!

4 days ago

Solartard will take it and he will love it
captain noob

"

"

5 2 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Give it to all the BLACK and LATINX people because their lives are worth more. No whites should be allowed to take it ever.

MUH RACIAL JUSTICE AND STUFF !!. 

Did I mention it causes long term sterility in women and possibly permanently? 

UnicornTears

"

"

1 3 Reply!

4 days ago

Hopefully permanently in your case so the StupidVirus dies with you
Fart Vandelay

"

"

3 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Why are you racist? Do you not want People of Color to have Racial Restorative Justice? Of course you are a white
supremacist who just wants white people to have access. RACIST !!!

UnicornTears

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

Well, this is an easy fix and then everyone at the hospitals will be clamouring to take the vaccine. Just label each needle with
Joe’s New and Improved vaccine and tell everyone that these vaccine needles came directly from the love of the Democrats and
not from Orange Man Bad. Any video showing a vaccine taker passing out or even dying will be banned from Twitter and
Facebook and Youtube, plus all the network news folks will swear the deaths and passing out incidents were debunked AND last
but definitely not least, polls will be taken showing Americans have 97% confidence in the new Joe vaccine.

larrythelogger

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

If they watched nurse manager Tiffany take the kill shot and die within 24 hours of course they gonna nope on out on the vaccine
scam.

jesus_loves_you

"

"
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4 Reply!"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

'All this misinformation.' Precisely!

Now shut up and take your your death serum, human slaves!

JMRPete

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

Nice to read some encouraging news for a change.
handsinwa

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

Hmmmm....well, this story will have to disappear.
Smedley of Tarsus

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

this “vaccine” is about as useful as lighting yourself on fire and BASE jumping without a parachute.

Sure you won’t have to worry about Covid anymore, but that doesn’t make it a good idea

PyrrhicVictory

"

"
4 2 Reply!

4 days ago

Covid Vaxx of death

here’s a screenshot of Tiffany Dover right after she got the covid vaxx. 

Look at her eyes, she looks like demons have taken over.

this is an illuminati blood sacrifice

http://82.221.129.208/tiffanydead.jpg

PyrrhicVictory

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

look in the mirror an imbecile has taken over
therealphysicist

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

are you taking the vaxx?
PyrrhicVictory

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

no need
therealphysicist

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Is she still alive?

There are stories, rumors, etc., all over the internet claiming she is dead, presumptively killed by the COVID-19 'vaccine'.

https://www.google.com/search?client=opera&q=Is+Tiffany+Dover+still+alive%3F&sourceid=opera&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8

Templar X

"

"

4 days ago (Edited)

Damn, hospital workers are smarter than I gave them credit for....

Granted, I tend to think 80% of the population are complete idiots                                                                but that's one of the
advantages of being a cynic: sometimes you                                                            get pleasantly surprised.

Nimadan

http://82.221.129.208/tiffanydead.jpg
https://www.google.com/search?client=opera&q=Is+Tiffany+Dover+still+alive?&sourceid=opera&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8
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4 1 Reply!

advantages of being a cynic: sometimes you                                                            get pleasantly surprised.

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

shocking, the heroes are actually chicken
kwisatz_haderach

"

"

4 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Common man! Watched Xiden and Fraudci get their saline shots the other day, it looked safe.
divide_by_zero

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Pence cried, but took it.
d_7878

"

"

1 1 Reply!

4 days ago

He survived, the same as the other prominent individuals pretending to get the shot of death, because it was only saline
solution.

Templar X

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Yea. And now kickbacks for their marketing prowes. 
AlphaSnail

"

"
4 Reply!

4 days ago

If God did not want them to be sheared, he would not have made them sheeple!
Rich Monk

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

"Mistrust"?

There's no Mistrust; there's certainty.

Big Pharma is selling snake oil for fun and profit. You can go die in a ditch.

Is-Be

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

Many medical people are under the same Covid 1984 tyranny. 

The Dictats come from the Globalists to liberal health officials in many nations and states. The media is of course the key
propaganda arm for the brainwashing.

The underlings are told to go along with the lies or else, as top health officials and politicians behave like a herd of Stasi officials
for the globalists.

The herd of petty tyrants cannot stop themselves. The media and their bosses at the WEF have made lockdowns, masks and
Nazism a politically correct force they must obey.

shadow541

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

I am expecting something of the sort at my own workplace eventually.  Luckily, I should be able to retire before enough
vaccine is ready for them to make it mandatory for office workers.

 

Faeriedust

"

"

4 days ago

Ditto. Retirement came early but im in the black. i can afford a lot fertilizer and ive got time.
AlphaSnail
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Reply!

Ditto. Retirement came early but im in the black. i can afford a lot fertilizer and ive got time.

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

' I wish you all the tidings of comfort and joy that falling housing prices bring this Christmas season '

                     God Bless President Donald J. Trump and God Bless America!

The Big Fat Bastard

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Trump wants you Warp Speed'ed.
NumbNuts

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Ditto, thanks. And GOD bless TBFB and falling housing costs! ,

AlphaSnail

"

"

4 Reply!

PREMIUM 4 days ago

Sputnik sounds most my flavor, if put at gun point.

It would take decades to regain trust in the USA/Israel Axis of "Democracy". Israel, our most favorite ally, which most of us view
as the one factor preventing world peace & likely the ones who through our election. Israel didn't even speak out for President
Trump after all he's done- I say we kick them right off ally list & get our $500,000,000,000 (just passed) aid back. 

BiancoPower

"

"

4 2 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Astra zenica vaccine is a traditional vaccine.  Like Sputnik..  No mRNA

Of course its not approved yet

spacemonkey99

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Astra zeneca is trash af.
Tom Green Swedish

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

Maybe.  But it does not use mRNA which is a concern for some people 
spacemonkey99

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Do they publish their work for peer review   ?
LocalBoy

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

It’s still a rushed vaccine that is riskier than the supposed virus with no recourse for those injured, especially in the long
term. Stupid odds.

taglady

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

Even the Lab mice refused to take it.
OverTheUnder

"

"

4 days ago

Mistrust? Noooooooo. For a rushed, new technology vaccine that is not even necessary?  That might screw up our bodies, cause
death by ADE, or cause a host of issues we aren't aware of yet. When taking vitamin D, zinc, and a $2 pill (rhymes with 'pectin') is

What a mess_man
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4 Reply!

death by ADE, or cause a host of issues we aren't aware of yet. When taking vitamin D, zinc, and a $2 pill (rhymes with 'pectin') is
all we need?  Maybe just maybe more people are smarter than we give them credit for. 

"

"

4 1 Reply!

4 days ago

What's going on with that Kraken thingy? All quiet on the election fraud front.
That Old Magic

"

"

4 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Trump now wants us to rally.

 

I guess all that crap about trusting plans and he got them all were bluffs

liberty2day

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Cool, I'm long t-shirts and caps!
That Old Magic

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

top democrats stating that if you support trump you're "getting put on a list" and "punished".....

a sense that America is lost....already.   

onewayticket2

"

"

3 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Santa should sue for copyright infringement. 
That Old Magic

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Santa died, dont you know? Covid done it.
AlphaSnail

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

So they are not about uniting and leading all Americans after all?

 

When does their lying cease?

liberty2day

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

When they are dead and buried. 
That Old Magic

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

80,000,000 conservative Americans, maybe 10,000 Democratic/Marxist leaders.  We'll see how that 'on a list' and
'punished' thing goes. 

 

Zorch

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

Oh no, not another list. It took me years to get off the Publishers Clearing House mailing list.
OverTheUnder

"

"

4 days agoAlphaSnail
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Reply!

And Readers Digest. Im sure they found Carlos The Jacal.

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

And Readers Digest. Im sure they found Carlos The Jacal.
AlphaSnail

"

"

1 1 Reply!

4 days ago

looks like it was just a show to keep patriots from getting mad,

grabbing their guns, crashing diaper Joe's innoguration party and making 

some citizen's arrests. 

opaopaopa

"

"

2 Reply!

PREMIUM 4 days ago (Edited)

We are supposed to storm DC and take control on January 6, 2021 our new Independence day. Don't go reserving a hotel,
think Opsec, unless your intent is information deception then yes do much of that. 

BiancoPower

"

"
4 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

It's not "fear," it's not "distrust," it's that i can read a freaking chart and know that I have little to no concern about this virus. 

Should I get it for gram and gramps?... i don't know, how'd the last year go for young working class people in order to "save
people's lives?"... what's our and our kids future look like?  How much longer will the US be able to hold together?  How much
longer before your debts crush us?

Maybe more accurate would be to say I'm not feeling congenial.

Bdubs

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

Prepare all you can to survive,

but in the end you will still die...

espirit

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

Quercetin, zinc, c, d

 

There is your vaccine

liberty2day

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

When did Quercetin become part of the regiment?
pocomotion

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

HCL, quinine, quercetin. All names for bitter compounds that let zinc into cells to interrupt virus hijinks
liberty2day

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

SUPER!!!!!  That is cool.  I've been making my own Hydroxychloriquin - 2 grapefruit rind and 2 lemon rind - put in
crock-pot fill with water a low cook all night.  Wait for liquid to cool then put in containers.  drink about 3 ounces then
take the zinc and C and D...

pocomotion

"

"
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3 Reply!

4 days ago

Or just do like i do, run entire citrus through a juicer
liberty2day

"

"

4 days ago

Good info!

The Virus Misconception – Dr. Stefan Lanka 

wissenschafftplus-the-virus-misconception-part-1.pdf 

wissenschafftplus-the-virus-misconception-part-2.pdf

 

Taken together, these books explain how there are no ‘viruses’ and that the causes of influenza, colds and other
diseases are not contagious and not of ‘viral’ etiology. They explain how they have never isolated any ‘virus’ etc.,
and its bc they do not exist.

’Goodbye Germ Theory’

’What Really Makes You Ill’

’Bechamp or Pasteur’

’Virus Mania’

’The Invisible Rainbow’

’The Contagion Myth’ by Dr Cowan and Sally Morell, banned on Amazon

And a logical theory:

https://fitzinfo.net/2020/08/29/growing-evidence-covid-19-symptoms-a-result-of-5g-wireless-exposure/

Thousands of scientific publications showing electromagnetic radiation from cell
towers/WiFi/routers/tablets/iPads/routers etc. causes cancer/tumors in humans and affects cells, insects and
animals negatively, to put it mildly.

https://bioinitiative.org/

Finally, 2 studies from 1919 showing they know what is going on, and it ain’t a ‘virus’:

https://zenodo.org/record/1505669#.X8_YINhKiUl

https://www.nejm.org/doi/pdf/10.1056/NEJM191912111812401

 

squib

"

"

2 Reply!

PREMIUM 4 days ago

Or Ivermectin

snatchpounder

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Ivermectin is prescription while I can get Quercetin over the counter.  Does Quercetin really work?

 

 

pocomotion

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

Zinc is the bullet and quercetin is the gun
liberty2day

"

"

http://wissenschafftplus.de/uploads/article/wissenschafftplus-the-virus-misconception-part-1.pdf
http://wissenschafftplus.de/uploads/article/wissenschafftplus-the-virus-misconception-part-2.pdf
https://fitzinfo.net/2020/08/29/growing-evidence-covid-19-symptoms-a-result-of-5g-wireless-exposure/
https://bioinitiative.org/
https://zenodo.org/record/1505669%23.X8_YINhKiUl
https://www.nejm.org/doi/pdf/10.1056/NEJM191912111812401
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1 Reply!

PREMIUM 4 days ago (Edited)

I don't know about Quercetin and HCL is by RX only. 

snatchpounder

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

They sell ivermectin for farm animals. You can buy it right at Tractor Supply or your local feed store. Follow the
directions for dosing and remember that you (hopefully) weigh a lot less than a horse so dose accordingly. I've never
done it, never had to.

smallblockchevy350

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

But the medical system has a shit fit if you likewise refuse a Flu shot because of mistrust. Had a Dr withhold a medication
because I refused the shot. The next appt with her I had her in tears when I chewed her collective ass out and also dismissed her
as my physician. Was priceless to watch.

notfeelinthebern

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

These people have lost their minds.  Its YOUR choice if you want the flu (inducing) shot, not hers.
WorkingClassMan

"

"

Reply!

PREMIUM 4 days ago

Anyone wearing masks now lacks the backbone to get out of doctor office w o the wax scene shot.

We are close to ending masks, need more 1st followers to not wear & it's all over after that. My wife has led many shopper
to freedom- they come & ask her how she does it. I am proud of her, she really took charge on this issue.

BiancoPower

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

It would go much better if "they" replaced Bill Gates with Ronald McDonald 
opaopaopa

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

I think that you've just insulted Ronald McDonald.
NoMasIlegales

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

I can see it's bad if even the heavily propagandized healthcare workforce is leery. They have been party to the deception. They
have to be wondering what's really in the shot. The odds are low but the possibility exists of choking on your tongue and seizing
up from the injection. They can't be trusted to tell us anything, much less what's really in it.

Yamaoka Tesshu

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

Even the joggers have caught on now...
Gooner

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

so if healthcare workers won't take it why should I. Until they all get it I'm not playing ball. In fact not playing for this corrupt team
anyway. See ya in 4 years maybe. Probably not USA gets worse every year. I hate this country.

Tom Green Swedish

"

"

4 days ago

As far as healthcare workers who get the shot.... My wife and I both work/worked for years in hospitals.  It's amazing how many
gilpit58
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4 1 Reply!

As far as healthcare workers who get the shot.... My wife and I both work/worked for years in hospitals.  It's amazing how many
healthcare workers have bought into/trust Rockefeller big pharma allopathic medicine. Sheep come in all professions.

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

What is truly amazing to me is how many health care workers are so fat.  They make awful examples.
11b40

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

Its not their fault, hospital air is heavier than normal and when breathed in it fattens up people at a high rate. 
yerfej

"

"

4 1 Reply!

4 days ago

It’s not about being a guinea pig. It’s just that most people don’t want vaccinations for non-fatal or non-serious diseases.
BoiledFrogs

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

bingo, I am not antivax  but will NOT being taking this one, however forcing someone else take vax is evil/wrong
Garciathinksso

"

"

4 1 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Guinea pig?  No, far from it.  I simply will not take something I do not need, did not want, nor can confirm what it is in it.  This is
nothing short of a poison ☠ Plain and simple.  I was born of nature, live with nature and I will let nature take its natural course.

bloostar

"

"

4 2 Reply!

4 days ago

Is Tiffany Dover, the nurse who fainted on tv, dead or not?
juicy_bananas

"

"

2 2 Reply!

4 days ago

Dead
captain noob

"

"

4 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Vaxx all registered democrats first..........then study them for a year.

None should have a problem with this because sheep love doing what their told !

nanook007

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

Side effect symptoms percentage 700% higher than not getting jabbed at all.

Yeah_okay.jpg

Pair Of Dimes Shift

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

They're going to need to enroll more Karens... 
DennisR

"

"

4 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Give them the same vitamin shot that Uncle Joe received the other day.
Hocusbocus

"

"

4 days ago

Embalming fluid?
Lee Harvey
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3 1 Reply!

Embalming fluid?

"

"

2 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Baby blood
Lukacko

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

The massive wall of pressure by the establishment-elites to take a vaccine for a flu virus that has a recovery rate of 99.8% should
tell you everything you need to know.

Thankfully the masses appear to be seeing the false-narrative.

myopinion

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

MSM is NOT going to tell you all the adverse effects people are having. Some have even died, and you can NOT sue because that
is the deal big Pharma made with Congress, just check the donor list of your Congressperson and Senators and the PAC money
to see how they finance their campaigns, to prevent anyone from suing a drug company.

STONEHILLADY

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

#It's just the Flu
trysophistry

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

It's not even that. It's a hoax
Land Snark

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

But they're not approved by the FDA.

Are you having a Medical Emergency that requires you to take an unapproved Vaccine ?

convid21

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

 They shoulda thought about this moment when they jumped in on this scam. I guess the figured since they were in on it they
wouldnt be subject to any of it themselves.

 

VWAndy

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

“Very Disturbing News”: YouTube Censors Ron Paul Liberty Report

https://twitter.com/RonPaul/status/1341385036961116160

Corn Popp

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

It's time that someone opened yourtube.com

Teach those a**holes a lesson.

 

wn

"

"

4 days agoJaggowith Responder Unit

https://twitter.com/RonPaul/status/1341385036961116160
http://yourtube.com/
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3 7 Reply!

4 days ago

New Video Shows COVID-19 Patients Lined Up In SoCal Hospital Hallways As Surge Continues

https://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2020/12/22/coronavirus-hospitals-overwhelmed-patients-in-hallways-outside/ ]

And now, Zeroes, in unison "...but it's a doctored video!"

:-)

Jaggowith Responder Unit

"

"

3 1 Reply!

4 days ago

California hospitals face a 'war zone' of flu patients!!!!!  Oh the Humanity!

Relax.  It's the same headline rebranded for Covid-19.   This from 2018:

"Hospitals across the state are sending away ambulances, flying in nurses from out of state and not letting children visit their
loved ones for fear they’ll spread the flu. Others are canceling surgeries and erecting tents in their parking lots so they can
triage the hordes of flu patients."

https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-flu-demand-20180116-htmlstory.html

 

Steve De'ak

"

"

3 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Just another sandy hook vid dude those people would do anything for a dollar.
Take 3

"

"
3 1 Reply!

4 days ago

It is medical malpractice to offer a vaccine for an entirely cured disease Zinc + HCQ and other treatments are obviously working.
Meanwhile the genetically engineered weird vaccine is a total experiment. Yes, doctors should lose their license to even offer such
snake oil.

tangent

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

licenses should not exist in the first place.  they exist to insulate some from competition

doctors should be evaluated by REPUTATION FOR GOOD RESULTS, and not by government

private certification is acceptable

atomic balm

"

"

3 1 Reply!

4 days ago

The key to viewing this conspiracy is the economics. Say the cheapest vaccine, Astra Zeneca, costing $3 a shot, is used for the 7
billion population of the planet. That gives a grand total revenue for AZ of a relatively paltry $21 Billion. Peanuts compared to the
trillions lost in the lockdowns and the multi-trillions spent on stimulus and QE. All for a virus with a survival rate of 99.98%!
Paradoxically, all Big Pharma stocks are at all time highs. So if the "evil elites" are planning a cull of the earth's population,
according to the Georgia Guidestones,  then the sky high levels of the Pharma stocks are not justified and a crash of epic
proportions is in the pipeline. If on the other hand, the vaccine results in very serious and debilitating  side effects which require
ultra expensive medications and treatments, then its time to rake in the money for Big Pharma which collectively acts as one.
Either way, the vaccine is bad for the general population and a Godsend (Devilsend?) for the elite.

The latter is probably the reason why Astra Zeneca has bid an astounding $39 billion dollar for a rival which probably makes
therapeuticals for the side effects of their vaccine which they have inside knowledge of. Classic case of insider trading!

Tombrownssoul

"

"

PREMIUM 4 days ago

But this is the DEADLIEST PANDEMIC in human history that has to date allegedly killed enough people to be a rounding error in
overall global mortality rates. 

Zero Malarkey Choomwagon

https://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2020/12/22/coronavirus-hospitals-overwhelmed-patients-in-hallways-outside/
https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-flu-demand-20180116-htmlstory.html
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3 1 Reply!

In around 200 years or so assuming all COVID deaths are legit it will catch up to the Spanish Flu. 

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

Who needs a vaccine when we have at least 3 cures and possibly 5. If you doubt that discuss it with the doctors promoting them
wrong.

1) Inhaled steroids like Budesonide

The interview with Dr. Richard Bartlett has been BANNED BY YOUTUBE: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDSDdwN2Xcg&feature=emb_logo

But you can still see it here starting around the 4 minute mark:
https://banned.video/watch?id=5f06524a672706002f481047

Cheap and can be used on very sick people with serious existing health conditions.

2) Ivermectin + Doxycycline + Zinc

Professor Thomas Borody developer of the triple therapy treatment for peptic ulcers in 1987.
“It’s easier than treating the flu now”. “You can actually eradicate it”. “We know it’s curable”

http://covexit.com/we-know-its-curable-its-easier-than-treating-the-flu-professor-thomas-borody/

3) Swiss Policy Research HCQ+ Treatment Protocol (5 to 7 day regimen)
https://swprs.org/on-the-treatment-of-covid-19/

Zinc — 50 milligrams [mg] to 100 mg per day
Hydroxychloroquine — 400 mg per day
Quercetin — 500 mg to 1,000 mg per day
Bromhexine — 50 mg to 100 mg per day
Azithromycin — up to 500 mg per day
Heparin — usual dosage

TRM

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

nice list, thanks.

under #1 you can add the oral steroid dexamethasone, which is just like budesonide

PyrrhicVictory

"

"

3 1 Reply!

PREMIUM 4 days ago

"...mistrust and misinformation"  my ass!

After all of the lies about covid, maybe (hopefully) a lot of people are waking up!

sparky139

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

Does anyone actually believe that CEO Jenkins actually received the real Pfizer Covid vax? Tuskegee experiment- look it up. The
abuse of the African American community was aided and abetted by black person sell-outs used by theUS government.
Happening again, Covid vax. 

Befits

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

70 : 30 - what a coincidence - the same ratio of folks who voted for Trump v Biden
c8089923

"

"

4 days ago

Why does the CDC hide the real numbers?
Son of Loki

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDSDdwN2Xcg&feature=emb_logo
https://banned.video/watch?id=5f06524a672706002f481047
http://covexit.com/we-know-its-curable-its-easier-than-treating-the-flu-professor-thomas-borody/
https://swprs.org/on-the-treatment-of-covid-19/
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3 Reply!

"He who has nothing to hide, hides nothing."

~ Lin Wood

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

Good to see the shining leftist beacon on a hill, the state of California, is crushing everyone else in reported cases. 
George Bayou

"

"

6 Reply!

4 days ago

Because the entire right side of the state (no pun) is filled with Trumptards
Fart Vandelay

"

"

3 1 Reply!

4 days ago

fartie your tribe is collecting the most covid stars
therealphysicist

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

What could possibly wrong with a vaccine developed for a virus no one knows the origins of?  I'm sure they guessed right.  
NumberNone

"

"

3 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Trump pardons Blackwater mercs...

But not Assange...

https://www.rt.com/usa/510488-trump-pardons-blackwater-russiagate/

hoytmonger

"

"
2 8 Reply!

4 days ago

Trump is a fk-ng loser. Good he will go down as the worst president in hsitory.
Fart Vandelay

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

Other dirtbags got pardoned too...

"Former Republican lawmakers Chris Collins and Duncan Hunter, who pleaded guilty to insider trading and misuse of
campaign funds, respectively, were given full pardons. Another, former Texas Congressman Steve Stockman, had his
sentence for misuse of charitable funds commuted to time served, but still has to pay restitution.

hoytmonger

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

I am shocked that hospitals are offering their workers the choice.  When I worked as an outside contractor at a hospital, I had to
exercise all of my legal gifts of gab to avoid vaccinations for Hep B, Influenza, and even measles and chickenpox (both of which I
had as a child).  There would have been no options if I were actually a hospital employee.

I doubt these employees will be able to say "no" for long.  Hospitals don't like workers who don't worship at the altar of Medical
Science.

Faeriedust

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

If someone pokes me, I poke them with a 5.56
Kotwica 44

"

"

4 days ago

Is that gerth or length
BeansBulletsBandaidsComms

https://www.rt.com/usa/510488-trump-pardons-blackwater-russiagate/
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3 Reply!

 

 

/S

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

From the article: 

It speaks volumes that such a high proportion of these healthcare workers have not signed up for these improperly tested and
rushed poison 'vaccines'!

Normally, it takes 10 years, not 10 months to develop a vaccine.

Normally, about four clinical trials are conducted, before a new vaccine is approved by the FDA, not one where corners had been
cut.

Templar X

...only about 600 of the hospital's 1,900 employees had signed up for the shots...
"

"

3 1 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

that's because they know about many of those who took it are hospitalized now.  Also, another big lie, hospitals are NOT full of
covid patients.

uspatriot1776

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

Still well below Gill Bates number of 99.9999999999% getting vaxed

Looks like they'll be resorting to Blackmail, you can have your Freedom as long as you take a VAX.

convid21

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

If people refuse the death shots, the whole COVID scam is toast.
NumbNuts

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

no. there will be v.2.1.428 etc and end the end you will take the fncking vaccine. beatings will continue until morale
improves.

AlphaSnail

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

More like bagel.  
mrjinx007

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

Could be the vaxx changes your dna so you are immune to the next round of Monsanto weed killer.

I mean they get to reduce the population and keep the easy sheeple ..

Tin Hat Rabbit Hole

BeansBulletsBandaidsComms

"

"

3 Reply

4 days ago

They know the statistics are a fraud, why trust deceivers.
Reaper

"

"
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3 Reply!"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

Only the most stupid people are taking it. 
taglady

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Pence?
d_7878

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

I dont know. I think at least half who take shots now will survive v.3 or whatever. the rest of us desenters will die along with
the 50% that were poked but got fncked over in sellections. whatever happens.. its end game. only half of those who chose
to live albeit it in complete fear and servitude will do so serving their masters like are truely gods. me? im outa here.

AlphaSnail

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

Curious to see what the counter punch from the overlords will be.
Cock Strong

"

"

9 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Pay a famous black entertainer to take the jab for the cameras.  Perhaps Kevin Hart or Beyonce.  "Yo I dint feel nuffin!"
radical-extremist

"

"
Reply!

4 days ago

I didnt feel nuffin, yo!

FIFY

AlphaSnail

"

"

1 Reply!

PREMIUM 4 days ago

They will find what we need & make it impossible w o the shot.

Being older & willing to never work again in a typical setting- I have better chance of evading it than someone younger who
cannot say no to a job. 

BiancoPower

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Indeed.
AlphaSnail

"

"

3 1 Reply!

4 days ago

There's a secret enzyme in it that only effects black people...causing them to enjoy country music and watch NASCAR.
radical-extremist

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

RIP Charlie Pride December 12.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Of Rona*

*Being 86 years old has nothing to do with his death. Pure Rona casualty 

BinAnunnaki

"

"

4 days agosuperstaple
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3 Reply!

4 days ago

Eve the Guinea Pigs don't want to take it...
superstaple

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Not true....I know a couple of Italians who took it.
OverTheUnder

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

Even the Nurses and other hospital personnel realize it's a hoax? Let's hope. The few I know are quite aware of the extreme
silliness.

Indelible Scars

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

They know it's a hoax but they've sung lalala until the point where... they get the death serum.
JMRPete

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Serves them right.  They have knowing been financially raping the patients for 30+ years.  I suggest that all medical
personal be the guinea pigs... wait, get the shot

MhOOMan

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

Must suck to be so evil that the only joy you get is in harming random people.  Talk about a no win situation.
liberty2day

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Now imagine struggling to be rich so you can be trapped into being said harmful beast.  Truly, some must lack a soul.
liberty2day

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

There is only ONE group.of ppl.willing  to torture
AlaricGaudiTheSecond

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

The Amish. Without fail.
AlphaSnail

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

600 vs 1900

 

About the ratio of actual biden to Trump votes

liberty2day

"

"

4 Reply!

4 days ago

Funny, that's the ratio of Trump to Biden stimulus checks.
hoytmonger

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

excellent!
liberty2day

"

"

4 days ago

https://focus.de/12802746
proudtobeGerman

https://focus.de/12802746
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3 1 Reply!

https://focus.de/12802746

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

In theory, if a vaccine is to work across a population it has to be administered to a given percentage - ideally 100%.  Anything less
means the virus will never disappear.

Clearly there are issues around acceptance of the vaccine and even a mandatory requirement will be resisted by enough people
to make the whole exercise a pointless waste of time.

The threat of a 'more virulent' strain isn't going to work either.

The wheels are off this scam - we're headed to the cliff edge on the chassis rails.

kellys_eye

"

"

1 Reply!

PREMIUM 4 days ago

Nobody (but pharma) goes into business without first assessing the demand for product. 

Someone messed up, or we are misinformed

BiancoPower

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

This is great news. Very to happy to hear about any and all resistance to the pandemic hoax.
NoMasIlegales

"

"

3 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Lets explore the options...

Take the vaccine and have a 60% chance of becoming sterile (women) - or dont take the vaccine and have your testicles attacked
(men).

Take the vaccine and have your DNA altered resulting in God only knows what sort of hijinks and calamities...or dont take the
vaccine and be banned from participating in society in any meaningful way.

Take the vaccine only to find out that you signed your own death sentence by doing so...or dont take the vaccine - be forced to
survive by forraging through dumpsters and probably die of any number of things as a result of living on the streets.

Those are your choices folks.  There are only 2 of them.

 

Strawboss

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

Have they started working on the antidote yet? 
Itchy and Scratchy

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

Fort Dietrick never releases a virus without having the antidote first... They have it already, but it would defeat the whole
purpose of this psyop to release it.

gezdie

"

"

2 Reply!

4 days ago

I think he meant an antidote for the vaccine.
laser

"

"

3 Reply!

4 days ago

"We ain't never gonna sell these tickets"     -Carlito Brigante
Abi Normal

"

"

https://focus.de/12802746
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3 Reply!

4 days ago (Edited)

Yep, this is Tyler following his normal trend... posting an article like this and then the following day posting 4 articles making it
seem like you are privileged if you can get your hands on the vaccine. This is a IIA tactic.. Make things look balanced at first and
then slowly push your influence in the direction you want people to be pushed.

gezdie

"

"

3 1 Reply!

4 days ago

Covid Vaxx of death

here’s a screenshot of Tiffany Dover right after she got the covid vaxx. 

Look at her eyes, she looks like demons have taken over.

this is an illuminati blood sacrifice

http://82.221.129.208/tiffanydead.jpg

PyrrhicVictory

"

"

3 3 Reply!

4 days ago

To be fair all women have that demon look
captain noob

"

"

Reply!

4 days ago

Tiffany was last seen walking in a trance-like state through the gates of the Bohemian Grove...
insanityantidote

"

"
3 Reply!

4 days ago

And the sheeple will completely ignore information like this and crawl over each other to get first in line to get injected. Notice I
said nothing about a vaccine?

Dickweed Wang

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

To cure their fear! 
Itchy and Scratchy

"

"

1 Reply!

4 days ago

<< Notice I said nothing about a vaccine?  >>

What vaccine?

Son of Loki

"

"

3 1 Reply!

4 days ago

I be getting one for sure ....

 

 

.... as soon as I recover from my Swine Flu vaccine! 

Itchy and Scratchy

"

"

5 Reply!

4 days ago

If they let me out of this Iron Lung machine for a few minutes, I'll get another vaccine.
Son of Loki

"

"

4 days ago

Celebrity's trying to find a vein.
5fingerdiscount

http://82.221.129.208/tiffanydead.jpg
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Celebrity's trying to find a vein.

Loving it.
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I'm happy to take a hospital worker's shot!

:-)
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Thank you.
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Take one in each arm.

It'll work faster.
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